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1.0 Introduction 

The purpose of this report is to draw together the first phase of the University’s Parking Review 

project, namely data gathering and analysis of parking at all sites and for all groups.  Additional data 

gathering and analysis will undoubtedly be required as the project develops but that presented here 

is what has been obtained as of June 2014.  Subsequent versions of this report may be issued as 

further data becomes available. 

During the 1990’s an increasing number of University car parks were being built upon, making them 

an increasingly scarce resource. More staff required parking than was available.  Following extensive 

review and consultation a travel plan was introduced in 1999, with a key focus on a new car parking 

system.  The new parking system applied to the University Precinct and its satellites sites only.  

Following implementation and a period of bedding in the new parking system was regarded as an 

exemplar policy for a large city-centre based organisation, with many other organisations viewing 

the University of Bristol as an example of best practice.  This parking system enables tight yet fair 

and equitable control of a precious parking resource, by way of a number of parking permit types 

with set criteria.  Any staff member can if they so wish apply for a parking permit, with the value of 

that permit set as a percentage of their salary (0.008%) irrespective of their seniority or length of 

service. 

The introduction of the University’s parking scheme was in part a need to manage a limited supply 

suffering from great pressure, including ongoing Estate development, plus a commitment to 

encourage the use of other modes of transport such as walking, cycling, public transport and car 

sharing.  Pressure will increase further as a result of continued Estate development and the 

completion of Bristol City Council’s cordon of Residents’ Parking Schemes (RPS) affecting on-street 

parking spaces in many areas where University buildings are present.  A keen eye is being kept on 

RPS developments as there will certainly be an impact on those working at and visiting the University 

who utilise on-street parking. 

It is the view of some that the ability of the existing parking scheme to cope with existing and future 

stress is becoming harder to achieve and the University is reaching a ‘tipping point’ where it is 

prudent and responsible to look at other ways of managing its resource.  To investigate these issues, 

a parking review has been initiated to ensure the University manages its scarce but precious parking 

resources efficiently and effectively over the coming years. 

1.1 Principles 

It is appropriate at this point to reaffirm the aims in providing and managing the University’s parking 

resource, as approved by the Strategic Transport Group, chaired by David Clarke, Deputy Vice-

Chancellor.  Parking should: 

 

1. Support the operational requirements of the University and the vehicles required to carry 

out University business.  These include (in no particular order) departmental vehicles, travel 

between University sites, users who need vehicles to carry out their work, visitors, 

contractors, deliveries and collections. 

2. Provide for those with a disability and facilitate the University’s ability to meet any legal 

obligations. 
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3. Provide, as far as feasible, for those travelling to work with few alternative travel choices.  

These include, but not exclusively and in no particular order, those with caring 

responsibilities and car sharers. 

4. Seek to minimise the ‘call’ on parking resource by providing space for alternative travel 

options and providing new technologies that will facilitate such alternative options. 

 

2.0 University Precinct & Satellite Sites 

2.1 Governance & Management 

Taken from a paper written by Martin Wiles and Amy Heritage in 2011, the University of Bristol 

Travel Plan, introduced in 1999, focussed on staff travel (and it was not until some years later that an 

equivalent Student Travel Plan was created).  This Travel Plan provided the following: 

• The allocation of car parking based on need and charged relating to salary. 

• A review body, known as the Travel to Work Implementation Group (TWIG), to manage car 

parking issues and offer guidance on sustainability travel options. 

• A mechanism for funding for car parks and alternatives to the single person occupancy car 

travel through car parking charges, a budget managed by the Estates Office. 

At the time, the University’s Travel Plan solely covered the University Precinct and its satellite sites 

and did not cover Langford, the halls of residence, hospital sites, other satellite locations (e.g. 

Coombe Dingle); nor did it cover business travel or student travel. 

2.1.1 TWIG 

Up until its disbandment in 2012, TWIG operated as a representative sounding board and scrutiny 

committee, but with an executive role in relation to setting car parking rules and determining 

appeals.  The Sustainability Manager (Transport) co-ordinated TWIG, with day-to-day parking 

management residing with Security Services. 

 

Its representative form was derived wholly in relation to the mode of travel of its members. At a 

time when policies were being developed and a cultural change was being implemented there was a 

very important role for the group in developing policy that had a good chance of being widely 

accepted, and acting as a body for determining disputes and legitimising processes.  

TWIG’s focus was on car parking issues, monitoring of finances of the TWIG budget, and reviewing 

contentious sustainable travel initiatives that might require University wide procedures.  These three 

areas decreased in activity as procedures and systems became established. 

Outside of TWIG key transport issues such as the introduction of the Student Bus, Hiatt Baker Hall 

expansion, including the creation of a bespoke transport hub, became the main focus of transport 

activity within the University. 

2.1.2 Strategic Transport Group (STG) & Consultative Transport Group (CTG) 

To reflect the widening remit of transport at the University, TWIG members agreed to disband TWIG 

in 2012 and form the following two groups: 

• Strategic Transport Group (STG) – to approve and review a Transport Plan for the University, 

covering all locations and both staff and students. Its aim is to focus on key transport issues 
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that affect the University’s strategic aims, such as increasing student numbers, and the 

parking review. 

• Consultative Transport (CTG) – Formed by TWIG members, and other representatives from 

Langford, Halls of Residence and the student body to ‘advise, counsel and warn’ the STG on 

key issues. 

Since the creation of the two groups in 2013, the STG has met on four occasions and the CTG once.  

The original Chair of the CTG had to withdraw from transport responsibilities to concentrate on 

other University activities and while a new Chair has been identified, a second meeting has not yet 

taken place.   

The formation of the STG and CTG has coincided with a period of little change in respect of parking 

policy, with no appeals or formal complaints raised.  As this parking review is concluded, which will 

inevitably lead to some degree of parking policy change affecting University users and their 

behaviour, the need for an active review and appeals body will be critical.  

2.2 Supply Data 

2.2.1 Quantity & Composition of Parking  

As of February 2013, a total of 856 car parking spaces, organised in to 55 individual car parks, were 

managed centrally by Security Services, organised as shown in Table 1.  Some car parks cater for one 

category of parking while others provide for a range of eligible permit holders. 

Category Number of Spaces % of Supply 

A1 Car Share 115 13.4% 

A2 Accessible Parking (Disability) 111 13.0% 

A Departmental 176 20.6% 

B Preferential 176 20.6% 

C Standard 250 29.2% 

Visitor 28 3.3% 

Table 1: Parking supply by category 

Those car parks with 30 or more spaces are given in Table 2.   

Location Number of Spaces 

University Walk 73 

The Hawthorns (including 28 visitor parking bays) 51 

Canynge Hall 51 

Old Park Hill Gravel area 45 

University Union/Richmond Building 43 (currently unavailable) 

1-9 Old Park Hill 39 

35 Berkeley Square 35 

Merchant Venturers Building 35 

21 Woodland Road 33 

Victoria Rooms 30 

Winkworth House 30 

Table 2: Parking supply by location 
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At any one time, the number and composition of parking spaces are subject to various factors 

including temporary building works, long term capital building projects and reallocation of spaces to 

meet demand, such as providing for department, car share or accessible parking needs that are 

allocated a designated parking space. 

Of the 55 car parks managed centrally by Security Services five are associated with properties 

currently leased by the University.  Separate lease arrangements do not apply to parking provided 

with these buildings: 

• 3 Priory Road 

• 34 Tyndall’s Park Road 

• Hampton House 

• The Grange 

• Oakfield/Barley houses 

In total, 109 parking spaces form part of a lease arrangement (equating to 12.5% of the total 

University parking supply). 

In the case of Canynge Hall, the third largest of all University centrally managed parking areas, this 

location is leased from Network Rail who in turn leases the land to the current rail franchise 

operator, First Great Western.  The renewal of any lease on this car park is linked to whether the 

First Great Western franchise is renewed or subsequently awarded to another company.  The 

University costs of leasing this car park are £36,000 per year, equivalent to approximately £700 per 

space. 

2.2.3 University Estate Losses 

Current parking provision is part of a diminishing trend of reducing car parking spaces over time.  In 

2001, approximately 1,200 parking spaces were located in the University Precinct and its satellite 

sites.  By 2006, supply had reduced to approximately 1,000 spaces and for the last three years the 

amount of parking has reduced further to approximately 900 spaces.  As of the 2013-14 academic 

year, approximately 820 spaces are available for use. 

Estimates provided by colleagues indicate that within the next 10 years parking supply may reduce 

by a further 120 spaces as a resulted of continued Estate development, which will reduce total off-

street parking supply to approximately 700 spaces.  The timescales for a number of projects, such as 

the potential realisation of the Priory Road masterplan are dependent on a number of internal and 

external factors.  It may be that total losses may be less than stated or take longer to eventuate.  

What is certain, however, is that parking supply at the University is not static and any future policy 

will need to consider further reductions in supply. 

2.2.4 Residents’ Parking Schemes (RPS) & University-led Transport Improvements 

Bristol City Council intends to complete its cordon of RPS around Bristol City Council as a mechanism 

to reduce commuting by car and its associated congestion.  Residents will be able to apply and pay 

for a permit, or number of permits, to park their vehicle on-street while businesses, including the 

University, will be able to pay to use permits.  The composition and rules governing the use and 

allocation of business, commuter and traders’ permits remains ill-defined. 
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RPS areas will comprise a range of restricted parking, including permit only, pay and display and a 

combination of the two.  Free parking will not be permitted in the areas, with the exception of 

designated disabled bays and motorcycle parking. 

At the time of writing five RPS areas already exist – Kingsdown, Cotham, Redcliffe, Easton & St 

Philips, and Cliftonwood & Hotwells – with a further 10 proposed for implementation between now 

and spring 2015 (see below).  The cordon of RPS schemes around University buildings, and those 

areas where staff and others visiting the University usually park, will be operational prior to the 

completion of the University’s parking review.  Due to the lack of clarity from Bristol City Council in 

the use and allocation of business permits at this time, the University is unable to commit to any 

course of action with regards to purchasing permits, which could be considered as an option to off-

set any Estate parking losses or mitigate any reduction in on-street provision used by those 

associated with the University.  What is certain is at a time when off-street University supply is 

reducing, Bristol City Council on-street parking in areas around University buildings will also be 

severely restricted. 

The potential impact of those University staff currently driving to work will be explored further in 

section 2.3.2. 

 

RPS programme summary (April 2014) 

In 2013, the University completed an Access and Movement Study to explore options to improve 

safety, promote the use of sustainable travel modes and reduce congestion and car travel in the 

University Precinct.  Initial study recommendations proposing changes to the public road network, in 

which the Precinct is situated including Tyndall Place (the junction of Woodland Road, Elton Road 

and Tyndall Avenue) and Tyndall Avenue, were approved by the Strategic Transport Group, chaired 

by Deputy Vice Chancellor, David Clarke.   Any changes would affect streets proposed or already with 

parking restrictions in place. 
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Since the completion of the study further work has been carried out to explore bus route options in 

consultation with Bristol Grammar School.  These proposals are yet to be fully discussed by Bristol 

City Council but if approved and realised, the whole Access and Movement scheme could result in 

on-street parking supply reduction of approximately 45 spaces.   

2.2.5 Enforcement Practices 

Parking in the University Precinct and satellite sites is enforced by Security Services Monday to 

Friday between 7.00 a.m. and 5.00 p.m.  Outside of these times, it is free to park in University car 

parks.  Effectively, car parks are actually enforced between 8.00 a.m. and 4.00 p.m.  

Enforcement is carried out by Security Services, whose officers patrol each car park.  Car park 

enforcement duties are based on a rota with up to three officers carrying out parking related duties 

at any one time from the total cohort of 44 officers.  No automatic enforcement tools are used by 

the University at this time, such as automatic number plate recognition software. 

In the event of a breach of University parking rules, which are shown on the University’s website car 

parking pages (http://www.bristol.ac.uk/transportplan/parking/rules.html), the following activity 

will take place. 

1. First offence – envelope containing a warning is attached to the vehicle’s driver’s side 

window. No charge is levied. 

2. Second offence – a £5 fixed penalty ticket issued, with the penalty deducted from the 

relevant staff members pay during the next salary run. 

3. Third offence and any subsequent office – a civil parking notice (CPN) is issued by the 

Security officer. 

In the current 12 month period (February 2013 to February 2014) a total of 725 first offence warning 

notices were issued, 152 £5 fixed penalties and 337 CPNs. 

The current CPN charge was set by TWIG at £120, discounted to £60 if paid within 14 days.  The 

British Parking Association’s Approved Operator Scheme guidance recommends a maximum CPN 

charge of £100 should be set. 

At the point where a CPN is issued, responsibility for query handling, payment and appeal is 

managed by a third party, Car Parking Partnership (CPP), on the University’s behalf.  The CPN follows 

a structured progression path that allows the motorist to pay the CPN or to appeal against its issue.  

CPP provide an appeals and payment helpline, including an automated 24-hour telephone payment 

facility.  CPP have worked with the University since 2009.   

With respect to University staff, the CPN charge is not deducted from their salary but must be paid 

directly to CPP, of which CPP retain 50% of any charge recovered with the remainder paid to the 

University. 

If a vehicle is in breach of the University’s parking rules but it is not identified as a University vehicle 

or registered with Security Services, a 15-minute grace period is allowed before further action is 

taken.  If at this stage the issue has not been resolved, a CPN will be issued irrespective of whether 

this is a first, second or third offence. 
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CPN issue and recovery is shown in Table 3. 

Calendar 

Yr 

All Issued 

Tickets 

Valid 

Tickets 

Issued 

Canc. - 

Appeal 

Accepted 

Closed - 

Full 

Payment 

Received 

Debts - 

CPNs at 

6 

Month 

Stage 

Total 

Live 

Tickets 

in 

Progress 

Written 

off 

2009 775 433 33 281 28 29 2 

2010 947 871 40 608 67 70 6 

2011 733 684 49 450 60 67 11 

2012 489 435 29 245 39 53 12 

2013 436 408 26 232 6 68 2 

2014* 49 48 0 21 0 20 0 

Grand 

Total 3429 2879 177 1837 200 307 33 

Table 3: Civil Parking Notice issued and recovered by University of Bristol 

* Data available up to February 2014. 

From its peak in 2010, the number of CPN issued tickets has reduced each year, demonstrating that 

enforcement is generally quite effective.  Indeed, the overall collection rate is 76%, which according 

to CPP is above average for the University cohort.  This suggests the issuing of high quality CPNs in 

line with University parking rules.   

Since 2009, 245 CPNs were paid at the full price and 1,553 at the discounted rate (or 14% and 86% 

respectively).  In financial terms, this equates to £122,580 in recovered charges, of which 50% would 

be retained by CPP and the remainder transferred to the University.  The actual amount of 

recovered charges received by the University to date is currently being clarified. 

The University does possess a number of persistent offenders, with eight motorists in possession of 

three or more outstanding CPNs, totalling in excess of £3,800.  In disciplinary terms, no action has 

been taken against University staff who persistently offend. 

In car park terms, as of March 2014, of all CPNs issued by the University 22% were issued due to 

parking rule breaches in Canynge Hall car park, with a further 14% in University Walk and 8% in Old 

Park Hill.  In the current 12 month period, a total of 1,214 warnings, penalties and notices were 

issued by the 44-strong team of University enforcement officers, of which 66% were issued by only 7 

officers, while one officer alone issued 280 notices.  Enforcement practices therefore vary greatly 

according to the officer on duty and car park location.   

Inefficiencies exist due to enforcement officers not having access to current permit data whilst out 

on duty.  This results in officers needing to telephone Royal Fort Lodge to confirm whether a vehicle 

is registered with the University and if any previous notices have been issued before proceeding.  

Technologies do exist to allow enforcement officers to view back office permit/vehicle information 

without the need for back office validation, utilising next generation handheld units or mobile 

phones. 
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2.3 Demand Data 

2.3.1 Introduction 

The counterpoint to parking supply is parking demand.  Within the University Precinct and satellite 

sites this is currently managed by a series of permit categories, which apply to different users.  There 

is no maximum limit to the number of people that may wish to apply or, if successful, are granted a 

permit.  While fair, this does not provide the University with a mechanism to manage demand. 

Permits are renewed annually, with Security Services managing day-to-day operations and permit 

renewal, including liaison with permit holders and enforcement.  Permit management is a manually 

intensive process with limited systems support.  The Travel To Work (TTW) system, implemented to 

support the current permit system, is used to record, update and manage permits but the 

application process (ad hoc or during the renewal window) and issuing of permits is purely manual.  

Applications forms are downloaded, completed by hand and returned to Security Services by the 

applicant, at which time Security Services check and manually validate the application prior to 

entering the relevant details in to the TTW system.  Once TTW is updated with the relevant details, 

Security must then print a label using the details captured in TTW and produce a physical permit by 

hand, which is mailed to the new permit holder.  In all, to ensure the renewals process is complete in 

readiness for 1
st
 August each, renewals must begin with notifying existing permit holders in March of 

that same year.  While sufficient time must be built in for those requesting a permit to respond, the 

process is lengthy largely due to the manual nature of work involved in administering the system by 

the Security Services Support manager and his two colleagues. 

The TTW system, which is linked to the existing PIMS system, can be viewed by permit holders to 

request the purchase of parking coupons but has very limited management information capability, 

with no flexible reporting function, and no dynamic method of managing car parks, for instance 

when car parks are suspended due to maintenance and so on.  Extracts are available for download in 

respect of printing labels for physical permits and for Payroll to apply any salary or coupon purchases 

but it is not possible to view more detailed information, such as trends over time or summary 

reports of permit holders by type.  Indeed, the system is not used for all permit categories.  Due to 

the limitations of what data is available and in a format that can be analysed this has fragmented 

and limited the data gathering process during this review.  Most of the data compiled has been 

obtained manually and it is clear any new policy will be limited by the system it uses.   

The existing parking permit system is detailed in a set of process maps given in Appendix A. 
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Table 4 sets out the existing permit categories and charges/payment methods.  Apart from category 

A2, students, including postgraduate students, are not eligible to apply for a Precinct parking permit. 

Category Characteristics Allocation Cost Payment Method 

A1 Car Share - 2 or more members 

of staff 

- each member must 

live more than 2 miles 

from the precinct 

- each member must 

work more than 22 

hours/3 days per week 

- car sharing teams 

must register on the 

University’s car sharing 

database 

Designated 

parking space 

0.008% of lowest 

paid salaried 

member of team 

 

Plus £15 admin fee 

for each driver in 

the car sharing 

team 

Salary deduction only 

A2 Accessible Permit - applicants must 

provide evidence of 

disability 

- Blue Badge, 

permanent mobility 

and temporary 

mobility catered for 

- pregnant members of 

staff can apply in their 

20
th

 week of 

pregnancy 

- students are eligible 

for an A2 permit 

Designated 

parking space 

No charge. 

 

If pregnancy related 

£15 admin fee is 

levied 

None 

A Departmental - University owned 

vehicles (with the 

University stated on 

the V5 vehicle 

documentation) 

- private vehicles user 

by department users 

on University business 

 

Designated 

parking space 

£833 per space 

 

(charge does not 

apply for space 

occupied by 

University owned 

vehicles) 

Budget code provided 

on application 

B Preferential - Criteria based 

permit taking 

account of 

parent/caring 

responsibility, 

distance and 

public transport 

accessibility 

Right to roam.  No 

parking space 

guaranteed 

0.008% of permit 

holder salary  

Coupon purchase 

C Standard No criteria Right to roam.  No 

parking space 

guaranteed 

0.008% of permit 

holder salary 

Coupon purchase 

Contractor permits - Temporary or 

long term permits 

issued 

- Maximum two 

permits per 

project 

Right to park in 

any Category B or 

C parking space 

No charge None 

Table 4: Permit categories and characteristics 
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2.3.2 Number of Parking Permits 

As of 20
th

 March 2014, 1,124 permits had been issued to eligible applicants for the 2013-14 

academic year, shown in Table 5 compared to permit data obtained for 2009.  TTW does not hold 

historical data relating to the number of permits issued and 2009 is provided solely because a 

printed record has been obtained.  

 A1 Car Share A2 Accessible B Preferential C Standard TOTAL 

2009 96 83 279 485 943 

2013 112 115 366 531 1,124 

% increase 17% 39% 31% 9%  

Table 5: 2013 permits by category compared to 2009 

While the number of parking spaces available in 2009 is not known, the number of permits issued 

suggests closer alignment between those and the number of spaces available. 

Table 6 shows the number of parking spaces versus permits for the 2013-14 academic year. 

 A1 Car Share A2 Accessible B Preferential C Standard TOTAL 

Spaces 115 111 176 250 652 

Permits 112 115 366 531 1,124 

Ratio 1:1* 1:1* 1:2.1 1:2.1  

Table 6: Ratio of spaces to permits (A1, A2, B and C categories) (2013-14) 

*In reality, one space is provided for each car share and accessible permit awarded.  This table demonstrates 

the flexible nature of parking in the Precinct as spaces are ‘traded’ between categories.  In the case of the 

above, any car share spaces could be used by those with an accessible permit or both could utilise any spare 

departmental parking space capacity. 

In respect of categories B and C, it is apparent that more than double the number of permits are 

issued than there are spaces, which validates staff frustration and complaints received by Security 

Services and others at the University.  With such acute over demand in Category B and C this may 

result in permit holders parking off-site in on-street parking spaces that will be affected by RPS 

introduction of other paid parking.  

2.3.3 Category A1 Car Share 

The University promotes car sharing to staff that may be able to share car journeys.  Staff are 

encouraged to use the University’s matching database, provided by its partner Liftshare.  This system 

has no link to any other aspect of parking at the University but it does provide a valuable tool to 

assist colleagues in finding potential matches. 

A car sharing team comprises more than two University staff members, who must work more than 

three days per week (minimum 22 hours per week), which assumes that the designated car share 

bay assigned to the team is in use by more than one individual for at least three days per week.  In 

addition, each car sharing team receives for free 10 daily coupons for use on days on which they 

travel to work alone.  At these times, the vehicle must use a Category C car park.  Additional coupons 

can be purchased by individuals but charged at the normal coupon rate. 

The rules regarding the minimum number of hours that a staff member must work to take part in a 

formal car share team have changed over the years.  However, there is no documentation setting 

out the actual reasons why the current threshold was changed from 21 to 22 hours, although it can 
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be assumed that this was made by TWIG and likely reflects existing enforcement practices and the 

pressure on parking to ensure that all spaces are maximised for the greatest amount of time.   

The below issues relate to car sharing at the University: 

1. There is currently no system in place to highlight when car sharers have a salary change part-

way through a permit year.  This may be as a result of promotion, secondment and so on 

and has relevance if there is a salary increase and they are the least earning member of the 

car sharing team resulting in another member of the car share becoming the least earning 

staff member who should have the deductions taken from their salary instead. 

2. The current system requires the car sharing team to notify Security Services if one of its 

members leaves the team part-way through the year.  This has significance if the team 

comprises only two individuals or the car sharing payments are taken from the leaver’s 

salary. 

3. There is currently no system in place where one of the members is away from work on long-

term sickness or maternity leave rendering the car share team with only one attending 

member of staff or the loss of the least earning member of the car share team.   

Rules in respect of the above will need to be clarified as part of any new parking policy and/or 

system. 
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2.3.4 Category A2 Accessible Parking 

Four types of accessible parking permit are issued to University staff and students, as described in 

Table 7.   

Type Detail Permits Issued to 

Students 

Permits Issued TOTAL 

(Staff + Students) 

1a Blue Badge holder - Holders of the national 

blue badge scheme are 

eligible 

- Permit automatically 

issued on presentation 

of blue badge 

certification 

1 27 

1b Permanent mobility 

impairment 

- Holders are ineligible 

for a blue badge (or 

have not applied for 

one) 

- May be referred by GP 

or Occupational Health 

- Must provide medical 

evidence supporting 

disability 

0 54 

1c Temporary mobility 

impairment 

- May be awarded to the 

individual or their carer 

if they are unable to 

drive 

- Application must 

contain evidence from 

Students’ Health 

Service or GP 

- End date for student 

permit is defined as 

course end date as 

provided by Students’ 

Health Service 

- If permit given to carer, 

they are not allocated a 

disabled space but are 

given permission to 

park in Category B or C 

car parks 

18 36 

Maternity - Women in 20
th

 week of 

pregnancy are eligible 

- Must provide copy of 

Mat B1 form and 

complete category A2 

and C application forms 

0 26 

 Table 7: Accessible permits by type (2013-14 academic year) 

As of 16
th

 April 2014, 143 staff and students hold some form of accessible parking permit.  This 

number is different to that stated in section 2.3.2 and may be explained in part by temporary 

mobility impaired permit holders not necessarily parking in a designated accessible parking space, 

such as a carer of somebody with a disability, and fluctuating levels of demand over time. 
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Security Services data has been combined with HR data to identify the general characteristics of 

existing accessible parking permit holders.  The figures below are compared with data for all 

University staff. 

• Females are overrepresented with 74% holding a permit (53% of University staff are 

women). 

• Part-time workers are overrepresented with 41% holding a permit (30% of University 

staff are classified part-time). 

• 53% of permit holders earn less than £29,999.99 (44% of total staff earn less than the 

same amount). 

• Age groups 55-59 and 60-64 are overrepresented with 13% and 15% respectively 

(compared to 9.9% and 6.3% for all staff respectively). 

• Professional/Administrative Services account for 45% of permit holders (compared to 

33% of the total staff population).  

Age, sex and disability are protected characteristics under the Equality Act 2010 

(http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/2010/15/contents) and any changes to existing policy, in 

particular accessible parking, will require careful consideration of the Equality Act.  

In the case of maternity, this is not referred to in the car parking rules nor appears in the accessible 

permit application form but parking during pregnancy is referred to in the Pregnancy and Maternity 

Handbook (http://www.bristol.ac.uk/equalityanddiversity/workandfamily/mums/maternity.html).  

The handbook enables women in their 20
th

 week of pregnancy and beyond to benefit from a 

designated parking space provided at no charge, with the exception of the £15 administration fee 

that must be paid.  No charge applies if the person is a current parking permit holder transferring 

from an existing permit under which they are charged. 

Security Services staff are not medically trained but are required to make decisions as to whether an 

accessible permit should be granted.  There is no agreed process in the current parking policy to 

refer cases on to others who have the necessary authority to support Security Services in making a 

decision.   

Students are eligible to apply for an accessible parking permit due to disability or mobility issues.  

Students attending University can apply to receive the Disabled Students’ Allowances (DSA) 

https://www.gov.uk/disabled-students-allowances-dsas/what-youll-get.  DSAs are paid on top of any 

other student finance and do not have to be repaid.  DSAs can cover additional travel costs, such as 

taxis fares, that must be paid because of the student’s disability. 

2.3.5 Category A Departmental 

Departmental parking at the University takes two forms: 

1. Vehicles owned by the University (which state on the V5 vehicle documentation the 

University of Bristol). 

2. Non-University vehicles owned by staff and used by them on work business (who are also 

eligible to apply for their own individual parking permit). 
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A department is charged for the number of spaces that is uses, not the number of permits that it 

holds.  Designated spaces are allocated for Category A departmental parking and a renewal takes 

place annually.  If a parking space is used by a University owned vehicle, there is no change to the 

department for using that space.  If a space is used by a non-University owned vehicle(s), the 

department will be charged for each space that it requests.  No administration charge is levied to 

departments. 

As shown in Table 8, up until the 2008/09 academic year departmental space charges remained 

stable.  Based on discussions with colleagues, it transpires that there were examples of staff securing 

departmental spaces because they were cheaper than paying for other types of parking.  Indeed, 

visitor parking charges for one vehicle, based on 225 operational days and a £5 daily charge, total in 

excess of £1,000 and a clear disparity was identified.  While documentation has not yet been 

identified to substantiate it, there appears to have been an agreement reached, potentially by TWIG, 

to gradually increase parking charges over time to ensure a degree of parity with visitor and other 

parking charges, with the intention that by 2015/16 charges would reach £1,000.  Email 

correspondence intimates this situation and sets out the proposal to increase charges by 9.6% each 

year from 2013/14, through 2014/15 and 2015/16.  By this time, however, TWIG had been 

disbanded and the approvals process for the larger percentage increases in later years cannot be 

verified. 

Year Amount % Increase 

2005/06 £     640.00 - 

2006/07 £     640.00 0.0% 

2007/08 £     640.00 0.0% 

2008/09 £     672.00 5.0% 

2009/10 £     705.60 5.0% 

2010/11 £     720.00 2.0% 

2011/12 £     735.00 2.1% 

2012/13 £     760.00 3.4% 

2013/14 £     833.00 9.6% 

Table 8: Departmental space charges over time 

As of March 2014, 145 vehicles are owned or leased by the University.  Of those, 72 are believed to 

park in the University Precinct or the satellite sites, assigned to 29 individual departments.  Table 9 

shows those University departments that own or lease more than one vehicle.
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Department Count 

Maintenance Services 13 

Biological Sciences 11 

The Hawthorns 7 

Security 6 

Archaeology & Anthropology 3 

Chemistry 3 

Physics 3 

Earth Sciences 2 

Site Services 2 

Sustainability 2 

Vet Anatomy 2 

Table 9: Departments owning/leasing more than one departmental vehicle (2013-14 academic year) 

As of March 2014, 171 University Precinct and satellite site parking spaces are designated as 

departmental parking spaces, with 15 of those spaces currently allocated to accessible permit or car 

share spaces.  The number of spaces represents a decrease of five spaces since February 2013 (see 

section 2.2.1 and comments made in comments supporting the data in Table 6 regarding the 

fluctuation in space allocation between different permit categories and trading where required) 

when 176 spaces were assigned to departmental parking.   

Based on February 2014 data (176 spaces), Table 10 shows the location of departmental parking 

spaces across the University Precinct and satellite sites. 
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Car Park Department Space(s) 

1 - 9 Old Park Hill 30 

University Walk 22 

MVB 13 

Rear Computer Centre 12 

Barley House 12 

Southwell Street 7 

University Union/ Richmond Building 7 

Elton Road 6 

University Road Upper 6 

Nano 5 

21 Woodland Road 4 

Hawthorns 4 

43 Woodland Road 4 

Rear Sports Centre 4 

Oldbury House 4 

Canynge Hall 4 

Synthetic Chemistry 4 

Winkworth House 4 

5 Priory Road 4 

Oakfield House 3 

Lunsford House 3 

8 - 10 Berkeley Square 2 

Victoria Rooms 2 

4 Priory Road 2 

3 Priory Road 2 

1 Priory Road 2 

30/32 Tyndall's Park Road 1 

19 Woodland Road 1 

17 Woodland Road 1 

3 - 5 Woodland Road 1 

Table 10: Departmental spaces by location 

Based on the current number of designated departmental parking spaces (March 2014), the likely 

number of University owned or leased departmental vehicles located in the Precinct and satellite 

sites, and departmental spaces currently assigned to other uses, 84 spaces may be available for non-

University vehicles. 

A March 2014 extract from the TTW system indicates 92 permits have been issued to departments, 

with a number of these permits classified for departmental vehicles only, visitors only or a 

combination of the two.  Each non-University vehicle permit may hold multiple valid non-

departmental vehicle registrations.  It is up to each department to manage its spaces and permits 

appropriately.  It is unclear from the TTW system exactly how many non-University vehicles are 
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assigned to each permit but there may be in excess of 280 live vehicles in the system (the issue being 

the difficulty in establishing this caused by old details not being removed from the system). 

It is clear from the above that the area of departmental vehicles is confusing in all respects, including 

a number of issues with the allocation and management of departmental spaces: 

• The application/renewal process for departmental spaces/permits is manually intensive. 

• With management of the spaces and permits resting with the departments themselves there 

is no central management information available on the use of departmental vehicles, be 

them efficiently used or not. 

• Departments will manage their vehicles in different ways and it is not possible to identify 

those that do this well from those that do not. 

• Space/permit applications must be accompanied with justification as to the reasons for a 

departmental space.  Applications are reviewed by Security Services but no other University 

colleagues are involved in the decision-making process. 

• Management information is held in multiple locations, for instance space and permit 

information held separately, and there is no central record of the justification given by 

departments to request a space/permit without manually reviewing each paper application. 

• There is a lack of available information on how departmental spaces are charged.  

2.3.6 Categories B & C 

University and grey/honorary staff may park in Category B and C spaces in the University Precinct 

and the satellite sites.  Due to over demand for Category B and C spaces and evidenced frustration 

from staff, especially from those that paid via salary deductions who were unable to find a parking 

space that they were paying for on an ongoing basis, all Category B and C permit holders must now 

pay to park by purchasing daily coupons. 

In application terms, Category B (Preferential) and Category C (Standard) are closely aligned in that 

they both do not guarantee the permit holder a designated parking space, solely the right to roam to 

seek a space and anybody not meeting the Category B eligibility criteria is issued a Category C 

permit.  There is little opportunity built in to the existing application process, only that which is 

proactively undertaken by Security Services staff, to understand the travel needs of the applicant 

and explore alternative travel options prior to issuing a Category C permit.  Similarly, both categories 

have no minimum set home to work distance. 

Category B and C spaces are also aligned through use of a percentage split of staff non-designated 

parking spaces between the two categories.  Category B is currently (2013-14 academic year) set to 

45% of the total number of Category B and C spaces combined with 55% assigned to Category C. In 

previous years this percentage split has varied according to the needs of the time.  The current split 

corresponds with the greater number of permit holders in Category C.   Reviewing the ratio of B and 

C spaces to permits in each category, as shown in Table 6, suggests that the current percentage split 

remains effective given the ratio of spaces to permits in both categories is 1:2.1.  There therefore 

remains a degree of fairness across the two categories, notwithstanding the challenges faced in 

locating an available space. 

Staff applying for a Category B parking permit during the 2013-14 academic year must score five 

points or more against the needs based criteria as shown in Table 11. 
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Criterion Points Notes 

1 Do you have specific caring responsibilities 

for a dependent immediately before, after or 

during the working day 

3-5 points 3 points awarded for caring for a child under 

the age of 11, or 5 points if applicant has 

caring responsibility for an adult. 

2 Do you convey a child(ren) under 11 years of 

age to/from nursery/school on the way 

to/from work on a regular basis? 

2  

3a* Do you live more than 15 miles away from 

the University precinct? 

2 Caveat is that points are not awarded if the 

applicant has moved to the location in the 

application since 2
nd

 January 2001. 

3b* Do you live between 10-15 miles away 

from the University Precinct? 

1 Caveat is that points are not awarded if the 

applicant has moved to the location in the 

application since 2
nd

 January 2001. 

4 Do you have access to suitable public 

transport? 

3 Applicant must validate/estimate their 

commute and impact if using public transport, 

such as time expected in travelling by public 

transport compared to driving. 

5 Are there any special additional factors that 

TWIG should consider with your application 

that have not been mentioned in applications 

previously?  Please complete in the space 

below 

n/a  

Table 11: Category B parking criteria (start of 2013-14 academic year) 

* criteria removed from applications during 2013-14 academic year.  Current Category B application contains criteria 1, 2, 4 

and 5 only. 

On closer inspection, there are a number of issues with the above application: 

• The relationship between criterion 1 and 2 is vague.  For instance, the applicant would only 

tick criterion 1 if they were not completing the school run.  However, if they were 

completing the school run they should tick both 1 and 2 if they are a parent and the child is 

under 11.   

• Combining parenting and caring responsibilities into one criterion is ambiguous and it may 

have been better to retain these separately to ensure transparency in the points system. 

• There is no efficient and feasible way for Security Services to check whether the member of 

staff has moved to their current address after 2
nd

 January 2001 as stipulated in the distance 

criteria.  It is therefore a reasonable outcome that the distance criteria questions have 

remained in use since 2001.   

• All validation of the information provided has to be manually completed. 

• Criterion 5 seeks any exceptional circumstances as to why the application should be 

approved.  In its current form, this allows ambiguity in the application and gives the option 

to approve a permit based on factors not stated elsewhere in the application. 

• The application refers to TWIG that is no longer in existence. 

Discussions with colleagues revealed that the distance based criteria highlighted in Table 11 were 

originally included in the Category B application to not prejudice against staff that already lived far 

from the University Precinct at the time when the current parking policy was introduced.   In 

response, in March 2014 the STG agreed that the distance criteria should not apply and while the 

parking review takes place it should be removed from the application form for new applicants. 
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While the reality is that a permit will be issued for Category B applicants that reach the five point 

threshold or Category C applicants, permits issued far exceed available supply as shown in Table 6.  

With no time limitations on car parks the situation is that those that are able to travel to work early 

are able to park on-site while those that arrive later are not.  No car park capacity analysis has been 

completed as part of this study to determine how car parks are used by time and day, but anecdotal 

information and general observations indicate near 100% occupancy for the most of the standard 

working day, Monday to Friday, albeit with daily and seasonal fluctuations, with small variations as 

part-time staff with early work patterns leave.  However, outside of these times, particularly during 

the evening and weekends use reduces to 25% and 15% respectively (estimates provided by Security 

Services).  Therefore, the parking problem relating to Category B and C is very much a daytime 

Monday to Friday issue but there remains capacity outside of these times, which potentially could be 

better utilised or even act as a source of future revenue. 

Manual analysis of Category B permit application points data has been collated on behalf of this 

project by Security Services.  Based on examination of 392 current Category B permit holders (as of 

14
th

 April 2014 – please note again an example of fluctuating space and permit numbers) the results 

are summarised below. 

• 11 Category B permit holders are grey users (not on University payroll) (3% of total). 

• 296 scored points associated with having a caring responsibility for a child or adult (76% of 

total Category B permit holders). 

• 249 scored points for being involved in the nursery/school run (64% of total). 

• 153 live greater than 15 miles from the University Precinct (39% of total)*. 

• 35 live between 10 to 15 miles from the University Precinct (9% of total)*. 

• 319 scored points based on lack of or inappropriateness of public transport as a viable 

alternative. 

• 21 applicants indicated/had other factors taken into account (5%). 

• 48 applicants met caring criteria but did not score points for nursery/school run (or 12%). 

• 2 applicants indicated nursery/school run responsibilities but either did not score or did not 

complete the caring (criteria 1) section (0.5%). 

*It should be noted that while the Category B distance criteria has subsequently been removed from applications in early 

2014, at the time of renewal the distance criteria was included on the Category B application form. 

While scoring maximum points for distance criteria is insufficient on its own to qualify for a permit, 

48% of applicants scored distance points that contributed to their successful permit application. 

Permit holder data has been combined with HR data to better understand who currently holds a 

parking permit in Category B & C, with the results for gender and work patterns compared to all staff 

shown in Table 12.  Data highlighted in green denotes overrepresentation when compared to the all 

staff figures.  The full results are provided in Appendix B.  It is important to note that it is not 

possible, with the data currently available, to more accurately estimate of those staff holding a valid 

permit that actually drives to work, how often and when.  This would require further study through 

survey and perhaps mandatory participation from permit holders.  What is clear from discussion 

with a wide range of colleagues is that there are permit holders who possess a valid permit in case 

they need to drive to work but do not actually drive at all or very infrequently. 
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Component All Staff Category B Category C 

Gender (f/m)* 53.2% / 46.8% 70.8% / 29.2% 55.9% / 44.1% 

Work pattern (ft/pt) 70.0% / 30.0% 55.7% / 44.3% 63.7% / 36.3% 

Table 12: Category B and C permit holder data analysis compared to all staff 

* as indicated in the HR data provided 

Based on the above, female staff are overrepresented in terms of holding a parking permit in both 

Category B and C, whilst part-time workers are also overrepresented. 

Additionally, Category B and Category C data sets have been cross-referenced in relation to age, sex 

and work patterns both individually and combined, with the results shown in Tables 13, 14 and 15 

respectively. 

Age Band Female F/T Female P/T Total 

00-24 2 2 4 

25-29 6 3 9 

30-34 14 21 35 

35-39 24 41 65 

40-44 22 39 61 

45-49 20 18 38 

50-54 5 7 12 

55-59 11 13 24 

60-64 6 4 10 

65-99 0 1 1 

Grand Total 110 149 259 

% of total 30.1% 40.7% 70.8% 

Male 107     

Table 13: Category B cross-reference analysis based on sex, gender and work patterns 

• 119 Category B permit holders are female, work part-time and are aged between 30 and 49. 

• Approximately one third of all permit holders are female aged between 35 and 44, and this 

age range accounts for approximately 50% of all female permit holders. 

• Part-time females account for approximately 40% of all permit holders. 

• 58% of female permit holders work part-time. 

• Of 162 part time workers 149 are female (or 92%). 
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Age Band Female F/T Female P/T Total 

00-24 2 1 3 

25-29 15 2 17 

30-34 19 5 24 

35-39 14 11 25 

40-44 15 21 36 

45-49 21 25 46 

50-54 24 37 61 

55-59 28 28 56 

60-64 8 16 24 

65-99 0 5 5 

Grand Total 146 151 297 

% of total 27.5% 28.4% 55.9% 

Male 234     

Table 14: Category C cross-reference analysis based on sex, gender and work patterns 

• Part-time females account for 28% of all permit holders. 

• Just over half of all female permit holders are part-time. 

• Of 193 Cat C part-time workers 151 are female (or 78%). 

Age Band Female F/T Female P/T Total 

00-24 4 3 7 

25-29 21 5 26 

30-34 33 26 59 

35-39 38 52 90 

40-44 37 60 97 

45-49 41 43 84 

50-54 29 44 73 

55-59 39 41 80 

60-64 14 20 34 

65-99 0 6 6 

Grand Total 256 300 556 

% of total 28.5% 33.4% 62.0% 

Male 341     

Table 15: Category B/C combined cross-reference analysis based on sex, gender and work patterns 

• 62% of all Category B/C permit holders are female compared to 53% of all staff. 

• 33% of all Category B/C permit holders are female and work part-time as opposed to 29% 

full-time. 

• Approximately 30% of Category B/C permit holders are female between the ages of 35 and 

49. 

2.3.7 Contractor Parking 

Contactors are able to park in the University Precinct or its satellite sites for free.  Designated 

contractor parking spaces are not provided but their permit allows them to park in either Category B 

or C parking spaces.  This is major cause of frustration for staff eligible to park in these areas, 
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especially during peak Estate development periods when contractor demand is at its greatest.  

Contractors are not able to park in any Category A designated parking space, including accessible 

and car sharing bays. 

Departments are able to apply for two permits per contract job only.  A contractor permit is issued 

by Security Services based on an email sent by the requesting department.  The requesting 

department must provide the following information: 

• Name of contractor. 

• Date work commences and ends. 

• Vehicle registration number. 

• Mobile phone number of driver. 

The application process does not require the department to provide a project number or project 

name, making it impossible for Security Services to validate how many permits have been issued per 

project over time.  Similar to previous comments, contractor trend data cannot be extracted from 

the existing systems and any data, if available, has to be manually compiled. 

Two types of contractor permit are issued by Security Services. 

• Temporary permit – issued for a specific contract with an end date. 

• Frequent contractor permit – issued to those contractors completing long term work for the 

University, such as electrical or alarm contractors. 

In both instances, on arrival the contractor must visit Royal Fort Lodge to be issued with their 

permit. 

Frequent contractor permits are issued in two tranches during the calendar year and are valid for a 

period of six months.  At the end of the permit period the requesting department must reapply if 

they wish for the contractor to remain on site, although for well-known contractors they often call in 

to Royal Fort Lodge in person to renew their permit. 

Contractor parking is subject to the same rules as other categories and is enforced by Security 

Services in the same manner.  There are instances where contractors have parked inappropriately 

with CPNs issued to persistent offenders.  Security Services do remove permits from contractors in 

extreme circumstances. 

As of November 2013, 584 temporary contractor permits had been issued since 1
st
 August 2013.  

Permit durations range from 1 day to two weeks.  This equates on average to 6 permits being issued 

for every working day. As some of these permits span several days, we can assume that 

approximately 10 temporary contractor permits will be active for each working day. 

In respect of long term permits, 95 permits were issued over the same period.  While exact levels of 

daily use cannot be quantified using the data available, up to 100 contractor permits may be active 

on each working day, although in reality not all contractors will be on site every day and there may 

be quite distinct peaks and troughs of activity.  If all contractors with permits do park on site on any 

given day, of the 426 Category B and C parking spaces available 23% could be occupied by 

contractors’ vehicles. 
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2.3.8 Visitor Parking 

Of the 38 visitor parking spaces located in the University Precinct, the 28 spaces located adjacent to 

The Hawthorns are managed centrally by Security Services.  The remaining 10 visitor spaces are 

located behind the Sports Centre on St. Michael’s Park and are managed by the Sports Centre for 

their own guests.  Visitors may also park in departmental visitor spaces but are required to display 

the relevant permit and must arrange to use the space through the appropriate department rather 

than Security Services. 

Visitor parking at The Hawthorns, including the delivery of hire vehicles for staff use, must be pre-

booked through the TTW system and is allocated on a first come first served basis, with the ability to 

book multiple spaces at the same time.  Half day parking is charged at £2.50 or £5.00 for a full day 

and is payable by the department that must provide an appropriate budget code at the time of 

booking.  Half day parking is regarded as 9.00 a.m. to 1.00 p.m. or 1.00 p.m. to 5.00 p.m.  

Those booking visitor parking spaces are requested to provide their name and telephone number, 

University charge code, vehicle registration number and visitor’s organisation.  At the time of 

booking it is not essential to provide the vehicle registration number, which can be added to the 

booking at a later date.  If this is not provided the department must complete and print an 

authorisation form, accessed through the ‘view bookings’ tool in the visitor parking system, and this 

must be attached to the visitor’s vehicle when they arrive on site.  

It is possible under the current system to not enter a vehicle registration number and replace it with 

TBA or other non-specific information.  This is unlikely to be picked up by Security Services until the 

back office team print out the day’s visitor list, which can increase the time taken to enforce visitor 

parking due to vehicle ambiguity.  Similarly, if a visitor brings a different vehicle other than the one 

specified this can be updated by the individual or department but the back-end system is not 

updated.  Individuals or departments are unable to delete their own booking and must contact 

Security Services. 

Enforcement of visitor parking is carried out in the same way as for all other centrally managed 

parking locations.  Whilst CPNs have been issued in the past, this has to be done so with care to 

avoid causing embarrassment if the vehicle is legitimately parked, while not all visitor parking 

printouts are collected from Security Services by enforcement officers, leading to further 

inefficiencies resulting in the need to contact Security support staff to verify vehicles. 

Daily lists of visitor parking are produced from TTW but no trend data is available indicating those 

regularly booking visitor parking, the reasons for providing visitor parking, how much visitor parking 

is used and when, or the amount spent on visitor parking.   

2.3.9 RPS Impact 

As discussed in section 2.2.4, the introduction of further Residents’ Parking Scheme areas will impact 

on the availability of parking currently utilised by University staff, students and visitors.  All of the 

areas surrounding the Precinct and its satellite sites will come into effect prior to the completion of 

the University’s parking review.  While the exact impact cannot be quantified, the 2013 Travel to 

Work Survey has been analysed to estimate likely impact on University staff.   The following results, 

based on a total participant cohort of in excess 2,000 staff (across all sites), are pertinent to the 

review. 
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• The survey shows a decrease in the number of people using free on-street parking and an 

increase in the number of people using charged on-street parking, compared to previous 

years (Table 16).  This may be linked to potential increased demand for on-street parking 

amongst University staff unable to park in University areas and other users and/or the 

conversion of free on-street parking to charged parking. 

Free On-street Parking Charged On-street Parking 

2009 40% 2009 3% 

2011 39% 2011 3% 

2013 34% 2013 7% 

Table 16: Trend analysis of free on-street parking to charged on-street parking 

 

• The survey indicates an increase in the proportion of people owning a University parking 

permit but usually parking elsewhere (compared to the total number of people indicating 

that they drive to work) (Table 17).  This is likely as a result of escalating difficulties in finding 

an available parking space in University parking areas, supplemented, to an extent but 

potentially limited, if staff with a permit choose as their first option to park off-site rather 

than having to use a paid parking coupon.   

 

Year Percentage 

2009 16% 

2011 15% 

2013 21% 

Table 17: Percentage of survey recipients with a University parking permit but usually parking 

elsewhere 

 

• 54% of respondents believe that the expansion of the RPS will NOT affect their commute to 

work. 

• Of those who believe that the RPS WILL affect their commute, significantly more are female. 

• Of those that believe the RPS WILL NOT affect their commute, significantly more are male.  

 Male Female 

Overall respondents to this 

question 

39% 61% 

Yes, they will affect my commute 31% 69% 

No, they will not affect my 

commute 

44% 56% 

Table 18: Likely effect of RPS introduction on staff travel 

Further analysis was subsequently completed on a focus group comprising members of staff who 

work in the University Precinct and its satellites sites and drive to work.  A summary of the key 

findings shows: 

• On average, more than 300 extra vehicles are driven by staff to the University Precinct each day 

than what the University has spaces for.  As this is an average, there will likely be daily 

fluctuations in this number but as the RPS areas are implemented drivers of these vehicles will 

face the decision to either to continue to drive but park elsewhere, such as in charged parking 
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on-street or off-street bays, or parking further from the University, or change their travel 

behaviour.   

• The percentage of staff who specify they have caring responsibilities and drive to the Precinct is 

39%.  Overall, the number of respondents to the travel to work survey who specify caring 

responsibilities is 23%. 

• Of those driving to the University Precinct, 33% believe the expansion of the Residents’ Parking 

Schemes will affect their commute to work with a further 28% unsure.  10% were unaware of 

the RPS proposals. 

• Of those staff members with a University parking permit and driving to the Precinct, 25% believe 

that the RPS expansion will affect their commute.  Unsurprisingly, 60% of respondents that 

utilise free on-street parking believe they will be affected by the proposals.  41% of those 

parking in charged on-street parking (pay and display) also believe the RPS proposals will affect 

their commute.   

• When comparing gender with parking option, a higher than average proportion of females park 

in free on-street parking spaces compared to the focus group overall (70% as opposed to 66%). 

• Of those that drive to the University Precinct and indicate that they have caring responsibilities, 

55% park in a University car park, 34% in free on-street parking areas and 10% in charged on-

street parking spaces.  When compared to the focus group overall, a higher proportion of those 

with caring responsibilities park in a University car park (55% compared to 51% in the focus 

group overall). 

• When comparing part-time/full-time working patterns with parking option, a greater proportion 

of part-time workers park in charged on-street parking areas (42% compared to 35% in the focus 

group overall).   

2.3.10 Spatial Analysis of Permits 

Spatial analysis has been completed of 1,240 permit holders in categories A1 (car share), A2 

(accessible permit), B (preferential) and C (standard) based on their home postcode and proximity to 

the University Precinct.  Due to the difficulties in retrieving data, as discussed in section 2.3.5, those 

staff that are included on a non-University owned departmental permit are not included in this data 

unless they separately hold a Category B or C permit of their own.   

Table 19 summarises the high level results. 

Distance from 

University Precinct 

Percentage of Permit 

Holders 

Male Permit Holders Female Permit Holders 

Less than 2 miles 17% 40% 60% 

Less than 5 miles 52% 38% 62% 

Less than 10 miles 73% 38% 62% 

Less than 20 miles 91% 37% 63% 

Table 19: High level spatial analysis results for A1, A2, B and C categories 

The figure on the next page illustrates the spatial distribution of all staff permit holders, followed on 

the subsequent page by those permit holders living within 12 miles of the University Precinct. 
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Plot showing spatial distribution of all staff permit holders by distance from the University Precinct (categories A1, A2, B and C). 
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Plot showing spatial distribution of staff permit holders living less than 12 miles from the University Precinct (categories A1, A2, B and C). 
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Table 20 summarises the results by mile banding broken down by permit category. 

Miles (A1) Car Share (A2) Disability (B) Preferential (C) Standard All Permits 

0 – 1 4 10 8 26 48 

1 – 2 11 22 42 87 162 

2 - 3 43 18 44 92 197 

3 - 4 38 10 24 82 154 

4 - 5 21 8 17 39 85 

5 - 6 23 6 27 31 87 

6 - 7 8 4 24 36 72 

7 - 8 15 9 10 27 61 

8 - 9 12 0 3 6 21 

9 - 10 3 2 5 11 21 

10 - 11 12 1 16 18 47 

11 - 12 10 4 14 17 45 

12 - 13 4 2 9 4 19 

13 - 14 4 1 7 3 15 

14 - 15 2 4 6 5 17 

15 - 20 17 6 40 12 75 

20 - 25 2 1 24 2 29 

25 - 30 4 2 14 7 27 

30 - 35 1 1 6 2 10 

35 - 40 0 1 4 2 7 

40 - 45 0 0 4 2 6 

45 - 50 0 0 2 1 3 

50 - 75 2 1 5 3 11 

75 - 100 0 1 7 3 11 

100 - 150 0 0 1 5 6 

150 - 200 0 0 0 2 2 

200 - 250 0 0 0 2 2 

 

236 114 363 527 1240 

Table 20: Summary of spatial distribution by permit type 

Graphically, the same distribution is shown on the following page. 
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University permit holder by permit type, gender, employment type and distance 

Interestingly, a number of car share members live in locations less than two miles from the University Precinct and have been issued a permit despite a car 

share cordon of two miles around the site. This is likely symptomatic of the manual validation required to review each permit application.  Moreover, 561 

permit holders live less than 3 miles from the University Precinct or 45%.
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The figure below shows parking permit holders by permit type and distance. 

Based on the above, 420 out of 527 Category C permit holders live within eight miles of the 

University (or 80%), while 205 live less than 3 miles from the University (39%).  A spike occurs at 15 

miles, linked to the increase in Category B permit holders who presumably obtained permits based 

partly on satisfying distance criteria. 

Category B and C distributions are shown separately in the figures below, respectively. 

 

In Category B, the spatial distribution is more balanced than Category C, which is heavily weighted to 

relatively short distances from the University. 
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Lastly, the spatial distribution of permit holders is shown graphically by distance and gender and then distance and permit type.  All of the data presented in this section will need to be considered in subsequent phases of the parking 

review. 
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3.0 Langford 
The Langford site comprises approximately 570 parking spaces split over eight distinct parking areas 

and is provided for staff, student, visitor, contractor and Langford Veterinary Services (LVS) 

operations.  Parking is free of charge and generally operates on a first come first served basis with 

local rules applied to the use of certain car parks.  The eight car park zones are described in Table 21. 

Parking Zone No. Spaces Usage Notes 

1 SAH, SAP, Canteen, 

Reactive Maintenance 

123 (LVS 70) LVS staff and client parking 

General staff parking 

 

Experiences highest demand 

due to proximity to site 

entrance and key buildings. 

Double parking and parking 

on grassed areas occurs. 

Full by 9AM. 

2 Equine, Security 23 (LVS 15) Clients to Langford 

Large vehicles 

Emergencies 

Large vehicles can remain 

on site for long periods 

depending on required 

treatment for animal. 

Used for emergency 

treatment parking. 

Partially marked around the 

periphery but due to large 

vehicles the central area is 

not marked. 

3 Student Barn, 

Pearson, Dolberry, Old 

Surgery, Post Mortem 

75 (LVS 10) General car park Experiences high demand 

due to central location and 

proximity to key buildings. 

Full by 3PM. 

4 Langford House, 

Hostels 

13 General informal parking No specific parking bays 

marked but informal 

parking occurs. 

5 ASU, Maintenance 42 General parking 

Waste compound adjacent 

Used for informal parking 

when zone 3 is full. 

All contractors are supposed 

to visit contractor’s office 

on arrival but then are 

expected anywhere on the 

site. 

6 New car park 80 3
rd

 year students but ad hoc 

staff parking 

Full by 9AM. 

7 Final year car park 52 Final year students Used by clinical students 

with varied work hours. 

8 Churchill, Abattoir, 

NSQI, Drama store, 

student car park 

162 4
th

 year students and 

general parking 

4
th

 year car park at rear 

underutilised due to 

distance from site buildings. 

Parking located closest to 

Churchill building is well 

used 

Table 21: Langford parking zones 

The situation at Langford can be described as localised with sufficient capacity across the site for all 

to park, although some zones are under stress where they are located closest to buildings and key 

services.  Localised improvements could manage demand more effectively, especially those parking 

zones experiencing greater demand, such as a colour coded permit scheme initially proposed by the 

Technical Manager, School of Veterinary Sciences.  Consideration will need to be given if any 

changes were to be implemented at Langford, including management and enforcing of the parking 

resource.  
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4.0 Coombe Dingle 
Currently the Coombe Dingle sports complex is owned by the Coombe Dingle Sports Trust Ltd, a 

company which represents the interests of the University of Bristol, Avon Lawn Tennis Association, 

Bristol City Council and Clifton High School.  The University of Bristol manages the complex on behalf 

of the Trust and from July 2013 will become the sole owner of the site. 

Coombe Dingle hosts a wide range of sporting clubs and societies, comprising University sports 

teams, individuals and visiting teams, 37 external sports clubs, school activities, members of the 

public taking part in sporting activity, as well as University events, such as exams, and external 

bookings including wedding and funeral receptions and parties.  With regards to external events 

these can be booked at short notice and, as an important external revenue source, are booked when 

capacity exists during the daytime, evenings or weekends.  As a result, the daily use profile of the 

facility is difficult to predict. 

In parking terms, 106 parking spaces are provided at Coombe Dingle including four disabled bays, in 

addition to five specific coach bays and two minibus bays.  There is no charge to park and is allocated 

on a first come first served basis. 

On match days, such as Wednesday afternoons, during tournaments and at weekends, there is often 

no parking available and overflow parking is managed by Coombe Dingle staff on designated grassed 

areas and two netball courts located adjacent to the main car park.  Informal traffic and parking 

management is required at these times to organise parking safely and this is becoming 

commonplace at weekends.  During such busy periods, staff place cones on the entrance to the site 

and junction corners to ensure site access is maintained.  Traffic management is proactively 

managed in the interests of maintaining positive relations with neighbours who Coombe Dingle 

management meet with regularly to discuss parking and other related issues. 

The daytime parking profile, with the exception of Wednesdays, operates at approximately 25% 

capacity but increases from approximately 4.00 p.m. when late afternoon and evening sports 

programmes begin. 

To assist student travel to Coombe Dingle a shuttle bus service was introduced during the 2013-14 

academic year, operating between the Stoke Bishop transport hub, located adjacent to Hiatt Baker 

Hall, and Coombe Dingle.  It does not currently operate to a fixed timetable and to date has seen 

modest but improving patronage.  At Coombe Dingle there is no published information relating to 

the shuttle, while on-board livery/signage is minimal.  Similarly, at the transport hub, no signage 

indicates the location where students should wait for the shuttle.  With greater publicity and 

associated infrastructure, including signage, patronage may increase. 

The facilities at Coombe Dingle require upgrade and it is hoped future development will take place.  

Any development of the site will inevitably focus on sporting requirements but careful consideration 

of parking needs would be required with or without future development, including seeking ways to 

manage acute demand at peak times and promote sustainable travel where appropriate. 
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5.0 Stoke Bishop Halls of Residence 

5.1 Background 

At the start of the 2013-14 academic year a centralised permit application and management process 

was implemented for students wishing to bring a car to University whilst living at the Stoke Bishop 

Halls of Residence.  This replaced the previous system in which each of the six halls was responsible 

for organising its own student parking. 

The construction of new accommodation (323 additional beds) and a transport hub at Hiatt Baker 

has resulted in the withdrawal of parking from Hiatt Baker hall (87 spaces) and displaced student 

parking to other halls of residence or to neighbouring residential streets that has created a challenge 

for the University in handling and proactively managing residents’ concerns and limiting the impact 

of student and contractor parking on streets where it is legal to park.  In response to parking in 

residential streets, a Shaplands waiting restriction scheme is to be implemented by Bristol City 

Council, and paid for by the University, to control parking adjacent to Hiatt Baker and University 

halls. 

Condition 2 of planning permission reference 12/01954/F required the production of a Parking 

Management Plan (PMP) setting out how parking across the Stoke Bishop campus was to be 

managed.   

Completed on behalf of the University by Key Transport the PMP included the following: 

• The University took legal advice to determine whether it could restrict the parking of a 

student car on a public highway where otherwise it would be deemed legal.  The Key 

Transport report states “reference was made to the Unfair Contract Terms Act 1977, to the 

supporting Unfair Terms in Consumer Contracts Regulations 1999 and to guidance from the 

Office of Fair Trading on what constitutes fair and reasonable terms in standard contracts 

and tenancy agreements under the legislation. The review found that the imposition of such 

a clause would be unreasonable and, therefore, unenforceable.” 

• The recommendation to complete further parking surveys. 

• The recommendation to review the options to control parking that may include 

reintroducing a charge for student parking, the issuing of permits to staff and the 

consideration of a waiting restriction scheme on adjacent streets where appropriate. 

5.2 Surveys 

Car use and consequently demand for parking is a live issue that sit within an ever changing wider 

context of transportation management that affects the University and its neighbours and to that end 

prior to and after preparation of the PMP report, parking surveys were completed that showed the 

extent of the parking situation at the time of writing, amongst other things recommending that 

parking across the Stoke Bishop campus is centrally managed.  Moreover, parking surveys completed 

in February 2012 recorded continued parking on residential streets to the halls.  In response, the 

University decided to offer free permits to students wishing to park their vehicles in halls of 

residence car parks to test whether this would reduce on-street parking by students: a policy that 

has remained in force since then.  This replaced a modest student parking permit fee of 

approximately £99 per year. 
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In March 2013 a report by Key Transport on behalf of the University was produced summarising the 

results of parking surveys carried out in December 2012 and January 2013. The parking surveys 

revealed that significant university related parking occurs on Shaplands and Stoke Park Road and 

that on Shaplands up to 14 cars may be parked in association with University activity.  Similarly, 

University parking was observed on Stoke Park Road. 

On campus parking demand was identified as particularly variable with the recommendation that 

the University implement central control of parking permits to enable better allocation of permits 

and consistent management.  However, any improvements should take into account the opening of 

the transport hub that could impact on parking behaviour.  

5.3 Beds & Spaces 

By the start of the 2014-15 academic year the expansion of Hiatt Baker Hall will provide an 

additional 323 student bed spaces.  In total, this will increase the number of beds on the Stoke 

Bishop campus from 2,093 to 2,416. 

Table 22 shows the total number of parking spaces available across the Stoke Bishop campus as 

identified in the PMP and subsequent surveys.  Spaces are shared by staff, students and visitors. 

Hall Total 

Badock 76 

Churchill 59 

Durdham 45 

Hiatt Baker  0 

University 84 

Wills 73 

Total 337 

Table 22: Stoke Bishop campus existing parking space allocation 

5.4 Existing Situation 

5.4.1 Staff Parking 

The Student Support Administrator (SSA) at Durdham Hall is responsible for receiving, processing, 

allocating and coordinating the centralised student parking permit system at Stoke Bishop.  She is 

not responsible for staff or visitor parking, which is managed individually by each halls of residence 

with the award of permits to its own staff (with the exception of Churchill Hall which states they do 

not issue staff permits and at Wills Hall where a separate staff/visitor car park is provided).  In some 

instances, where work patterns are complementary, staff share parking spaces but this is managed 

informally and there is no mandated requirement for this to occur. 
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Generally, any member of staff who requests it is granted a parking permit and it would be up to the 

relevant SSA to notify the Durdham Hall SSA that a new permit had been issued.  There is no 

application form or process to be followed although existing and new staff usually approach their 

line manager and then the relevant halls SSA to arrange production of the permit.  Each halls of 

residence has a specific coloured parking permit: the same colour for staff and students.   

There are no controls on the number of permits that may be issued to staff at Stoke Bishop, which 

could impact on the central student permit system and spaces available, with the exception of Wills 

Hall where a designated staff car park is provided. 

5.4.2 Student Parking 

Current student documentation clearly reflects the University’s position on student parking. 

Student Handbook: 

• Sport, leisure and travel section: “You are strongly encouraged not to bring a car with you to 

Bristol. The majority of on-street parking in and around the precinct is subject to residential 

permits, meters and time limits. Under the University’s car parking regulations students are 

not permitted to park in the University precinct during working hours. A civil car parking 

enforcement system is in place. Parking facilities at halls of residence are extremely limited, 

and are subject to local rules. Students with mobility impairments may apply to Security 

Services for a parking permit.” 

• Regulations and Policies (rights and responsibilities) 10 Other important information:  

Students with debts relating to tuition or accommodation fees, to library, car parking or 

disciplinary fines, or any other outstanding debts to the University will not be permitted to 

register for their next year of study until these debts are cleared or specific arrangements 

are in place with the Income Office Manager for the settlement of the debt.  

The Residence Conditions, under the section “use” goes one step further, specifically mentioning the 

Stoke Bishop halls of residence: 

• “If you are allocated Accommodation in any of the following Halls of Residence: Wills, 

Durdham, Churchill, Badock, University or Hiatt Baker, you must not park cars on the Stoke 

Bishop site, unless granted a permit by us, or on public or private roads within a two mile 

radius of the Stoke Bishop site. Permits will only be issued in exceptional circumstances.” 

The following flowchart broadly illustrates the application, allocation and enforcement process. 
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The existing student parking central management system was developed in relative isolation by the 

SSA at Durdham Hall and it is to her credit, and should not be understated, that such a system is 

regarded as a positive step change from how student parking was managed previously.  The system 

is manually intensive and when dialogue is required with students, and their parents, the time 

commitment can be significant, especially prior to but even more so once the student arrives at the 

University. 

Students must meet one of four qualifying criteria to be eligible for a parking permit at Stoke Bishop, 

with the permit valid during University term time only: 

• Those approved on the Blue Badge scheme. 

• Those with caring responsibilities, such as a parent with a long-term illness. 

STUDENT PERMIT PROCESS

STUDENT APPLIES FOR PARKING PERMIT 

(CONTAINED WITHIN E-INDUCTION PACKAGE) 

PRIOR TO ARRIVAL

APPLICATION "Application for a 

car/motorcycle parking space" FORM 

COMPLETED ONLINE (OR IN HARD COPY AND 

POSTED TO UOB) & SENT TO stokebishop-

parking@bris.ac.uk

Students must meet one of four qualifying 

criteria to be eligible for a permit:

- Disability - blue badge holder

- Caring responsibilities - such as a terminally 

ill parent

- A student on placement

DURDHAM SSA EMAILS STUDENT TO NOTIFY A 

PERMIT HAS NOT BEEN GRANTED

COPY OF STUDENT APPLICATION FORM AND 

COMPLETED PERMIT SENT TO HALLS OF 

RESIDENCE SSA TO ISSUE TO STUDENT

SUE EMAILS STUDENT TO CONFIRM THEY 

HAVE BEEN GRANTED A PERMIT

PERMIT COLLECTED FROM SSA ON ARRIVAL 

AT UNIVERSITY

SUE ALLOCATES A DESIGNATED SPACE TO 

EACH ELIGIBLE STUDENT & UPDATES MASTER 

SPREADSHEET

STUDENT MAY ALSO APPLY FOR A PERMIT 

POST-ARRIVAL

AT WILLS HALL THE STUDENT CAR PARK IS 

BARRIER CONTROLLED.  AS WELL AS HOLDING 

A VALID PERMIT THE STUDENT MUST PAY A 

£50 DEPOSIT FOR A SWIPECARD TO ENTER 

THE CAR PARK, WHICH IS REFUNDABLE AT 

THE END OF THE ACADEMIC YEAR

PERMIT DISPLAYED IN VEHICLE WINDSCREEN 

(Coloured according to relevant halls of 

residence)

EACH HALLS OF RESIDENCE ENFORCES ITS 

OWN CAR PARKS

IF INSTANCES WHERE PARKING RULES ARE 

NOT BEING FOLLOWED A LOG OF THE VEHICLE 

REGISTRATION IS TAKEN

THOSE VEHICLES NOT REGISTERED WITH THE 

UNIVERSITY ARE ISSUED WITH A WARNING 

(STUCK TO THE VEHICLE) ADVISING THE 

OWNER TO MOVE THEIR VEHICLE 

IMMEDIATELY, INCLUDING A REMINDER OF 

THE STOKE BISHOP TERMS AND CONDITIONS 

OF STAY

IF THE SITUATION PERSISTS, AT DURDHAM 

HALL SUE CONTACTS THE VEHICLE OWNER 

CONFIRMING THAT THEIR SPACE WILL BE 

IF THE SITUATION STILL PERSISTS PARKING 

SPACE IS REALLOCATED AND THE OWNER 

NOTIFIED BY SUE MADDOCKS

granted

not granted
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• Students on placement at the University. 

• Students participating in high performance sport. 

Currently, all applications are reviewed solely by the Durdham SSA.  Apart from for blue badge 

holders where meeting the criterion is transparent, there is no mechanism to validate whether the 

student is being truthful on their application, rendering the decision-making process difficult for one 

individual.  Furthermore, the review of any decision would under the existing scheme likely be 

completed by the same person who initially denied the request. 

Table 23 shows the number of parking spaces available to students at the start of the 2013-14 

academic year. 

Halls of Residence Student Parking Spaces Percentage of Total Student 

Parking 

Badock Hall 43 23% 

Churchill Hall 39 21% 

Durdham Hall 28 15% 

Hiatt Baker Hall 0 0% 

University Hall 50 26% 

Wills Hall 29 15% 

TOTAL 189 100% 

Table 23: Total 2013-14 parking spaces available to Stoke Bishop halls of residence students 

Table 24 summarises the allocation of student parking permits by halls of residence (as of 1
st
 April 

2014). 

 Halls of 

Residence 

Pre-Arrival 

Applicants 

Pre-Arrival 

Approvals 

Post-Arrival 

Applicants 

Post-Arrival 

Approvals 

Badock Hall 6 2 N/A* 41* 

Churchill Hall 9 4 N/A 16 

Durdham Hall 10 5 25 19 

Hiatt Baker Hall 7 3 37 26 

University Hall 5 1 17 17 

Wills Hall 11 3 18 18 

TOTAL 48 18 97 137 

GRAND TOTAL (Pre/Post Approvals) 155 

Table 24: Student permits allocated at Stoke Bishop halls of residence 

* This figure is an estimate based on the amount of student parking available at Badock Hall.  Other 

information indicates that student parking spaces are full at Badock Hall.  The SSA at Badock Hall was 

previously heavily involved in parking at Stoke Bishop and set up her own system, making the hall an anomaly 

in its handling and allocation of student parking in contrast to the other centrally managed halls of residence.  

As demonstrated above, student parking is not fully allocated at the start of the academic year, with 

only 12% of applications approved pre-arrival.  Only 48 students applied before arrival and of those 

only 18 were approved and allocated a permit on their first day.  The remaining student permits 

were allocated following arrival. 

The above also shows that some capacity remains this academic year, of which 10 spaces are 

purposefully held back as a contingency. 
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An unfortunate reality at Stoke Bishop is that because of the identified issue with student parking on 

adjacent residential streets there is great pressure to be seen to be positively managing this 

situation.  This has resulted in the introduction of logging those vehicles that are parked on adjacent 

streets, in particular Shaplands, and may be owned by Stoke Bishop students and placing warnings 

on suspected student vehicles’ windscreens.  The warning reminds students of the wording in their 

Residence Conditions and suggests further action will be taken.  This, however, presumes that the 

owner of the vehicle is identified. 

Ultimately, as long as they are parking legally, if a student brings a car to University, there is 

currently little that can be done above a verbal request asking them to take their vehicle home.  

They may also feel that bringing a car to University is needed in order to gain access to part-time 

work that is not accessible via public transport or to enable participation in some clubs and societies.  

Attempts to provide secure lock-up areas for those students wishing to use their vehicle solely for 

arriving and leaving University at term start/end has been explored previously but was identified as 

being unworkable. This indicates the importance of getting the messaging right pre-arrival. 

Available parking spaces at the start of the academic year, and the knowledge that other students 

have already brought a vehicle to University, may also act as a form of incentive for others to bring 

back cars following returning home mid-term or at the start of the next term, especially as it would 

show that capacity exists.  This corresponds with the acceleration of parking permit applications 

post-arrival.  This may also be exacerbated due to the permit application window being left open 

beyond the start of the academic year. 

While a central allocation system is in place, enforcement remains an activity that is managed 

separately by each hall and a number of Stoke Bishop SSAs cited a lack of resources in completing 

effective enforcement.  Students not parking in their allocated space or abusing parking rules – that 

were defined by the Durdham Hall SSA and circulated to the SSAs of the other halls – are issued with 

a warning letter.  No other deterrent is currently used.     

A number of Stoke Bishop SSAs indicated the difficulties in enforcing the current system, with 

students allocated across the campus.  Where possible, students are allocated permit spaces in the 

car park for their residing hall but this is not always possible, especially in the case of Hiatt Baker Hall 

students who do not have a car park of their own to park in.  A colour coded permit is issued to each 

student, relating to the car park they have been assigned to but not the hall that they reside in.  This 

system makes it difficult for halls to quickly identify permit holders, increases the administration 

requirements of the Durdham Hall SSA and is a manually intensive process.  Additionally, halls’ 

resourcing is limited and enforcement is only one activity assigned to one person or a team.   
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6.0 Clifton Halls of Residence 
The Clifton Halls of Residence comprise three distinct halls: 

• Goldney Hall 

• Manor Hall 

• Clifton Hill House 

Each halls of residence is surrounded by public roads, which will likely be subject to parking 

restrictions implemented as a result of future Clifton Village and Cliftonwood and Hotwells 

Residents’ Parking Schemes.   

Table 25 summarises the number of parking spaces at each Clifton Halls of Residence. 

Halls of Residence Parking Supply 

Goldney Hall 21 (including 3 disabled parking bays) 

Manor Hall 17 (including 1 disabled parking bay) 

Clifton Hill House 28 

TOTAL (inc bays for those with a disability) 66  

Table 25: Clifton Halls of Residence parking supply summary 

Parking at each site is managed independently.  Overall parking responsibility is provided by the 

Accommodation Manager, with student parking managed by the relevant Student Support 

Administrator (SSA). 

Across all three halls, staff parking is not restricted or charged.  Student parking is available and a 

charge of £50 per term is levied to those eligible to park and are paid to the relevant SSA by the 

student in cash or by cheque at the beginning of each term.  The rules concerning student parking 

vary by halls of residence.  At Goldney Hall, only those with medical needs, supported by a doctor’s 

note are permitted to park on site; Manor Hall student parking takes into account Senior Residents 

and students living in family flats; while Clifton Hill House has no eligibility criteria but critically only 

received four applications from students wishing to park on site in the run up to or during the 

2013/14 academic year. 

There are instances of infrequent parking abuses, by contractors failing to report to the hall before 

parking, by visitors of resident students or through use by non-University vehicles, but none of the 

three halls cite serious difficulties in dealing with these situations, even though they may cause 

modest access concerns.  Each halls of residence monitors its own car park areas and due to their 

small size claim that monitoring is effective and not onerous.   

Each halls of residence has the capacity to host University and external events, as well as providing 

summer accommodation, with parking available for tenants.  At Goldney Hall and Clifton Hill House, 

event parking is largely accommodated on site with on-site areas cordoned off if additional spaces 

are required.  At Manor Hall, anybody booking an event is advised that there is no on-site parking 

provided, with the exception of the disabled bay.  Attendees are advised to park on-street or in paid 

off-street parking. 
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None of the halls of residence were able to provide clarity on whether students are parking on-street 

in neighbouring residential areas but this is likely inevitable and will ultimately not be possible 

following the introduction of any RPS. 

The situation at the Clifton Halls of Residence can be described as localised with sufficient but 

limited capacity for all users, although some instances occur when access is compromised due to 

unauthorised vehicles parking in halls’ car parks.     
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7.0 Best Practice 

7.1 UK Universities 

Research concerning how other UK universities manage parking has been completed.  Two sources 

of information were used: 

• University of Bristol desktop study (18 universities examined) 

• 2012 British Parking Association Higher Education Special Interest Group (BPA HESIG) 

Benchmarking Survey of universities and colleges (the University of Bristol did not take 

part). 

Table 26 summarises the main results of the University of Bristol desktop study in numerical terms, 

of which the detail is provided in Table 27.  This is based on a range of city centre based locations, 

Russell Group, Compartor Group and top 12 universities. 

Summary Detail           

18 Number of universities examined 

18 Number issuing some form or parking permit 

16 Indicate some form annual permit period based on either calendar or academic year 

8 Number indicating the permit does not guarantee a space ("right to roam") 

12 Number indicating permits are issued are according to some form of needs based 

criteria (immediately or if applications exceed supply) 

7 Number employing some form of exclusion zone around their site 

7 Eligibility criteria include placement visits, business use and/or unsociable hours criteria 

11 Number with online application capability 

3 Number charging staff partly based on vehicle emissions 

1 Number charging staff based on vehicle tax banding 

7 Number of universities charging in excess of £400 for a permit (depending on salary and 

which may be capped) 

6 Number using coupons as one form of permit/payment 

9 Number employing some form of pay and display system for staff or visitors 

15 Number allowing Blue Badge holders to park for free 

4 Number making provision for non-Blue Badge holders with mobility/health issues 

14 Number offering an internal or external car sharing matching system 

5 Number offering dedicated car sharing spaces 

4 Number clearly (others may also) charging contractors to park on site 

Table 26: Numerical summary of University of Bristol desktop study 

Based on the analysis, the below is evidenced: 

• Unsociable hours appears to be an attractive eligibility criterion. 

• York and Oxford Brookes give provision to late arriving permit holders. 

• University of Manchester splits out grey users from staff and charges them differently. 

• Parking charges vary considerably.  A permit at UCL costs over £3K per year.  A reserved 

space for staff at Newcastle costs in excess of £1.3K (Newcastle has approximately 400 

spaces for all uses). 
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• Several universities allow for temporary mobility with a permit issued for a specific period of 

time.  Permanent mobility is not specifically mentioned by any university in the best practice 

review other than Blue Badge scheme holders. 

• Manchester Metropolitan offer car sharers a discount on their standard permit price 

depending on the number of sharers - 2 people 50% discount, 3 or more people 66%. 

• The maximum Civil Parking Notice charge set by any university in the review is £80.  The 

University of Bristol amount is £120. 

• Little information is provided on the charges and rules regarding departmental vehicles.  

Charges are not always specified.  Two universities charge approximately £200 while 

Newcastle University charges £1320 per bay. 

• Liverpool University charges £860 for an annual contractor permit, York £400, Edinburgh 

£840, Manchester University £50/month.  Liverpool also only permits contractors' official 

liveried vehicles on site - personal contractor vehicles must use visitor parking areas. 

• Manchester Metropolitan accepts no claims from contractors due to the inability to park 

their vehicle on University premises. 

The key findings from the BPA HESIG results of 52 participating high education establishments (of 

which 11 were also studied by the University of Bristol desktop analysis) are given below: 

• 32 of the participating organisations indicated they are city/town centre based. 

• One quarter of establishments reported needing to lease additional parking spaces off site; 

the greatest amount leased by the University of Cambridge (approximately 500 spaces). 

• 11 town/city centre based institutions lease additional off-site parking spaces (34%). 

• 8 organisations indicated that vehicle emissions were included in how staff are charged for 

parking. 

• 16 institutions cap permit amounts with 25% capping between £400 and £500. 

• 22 institutions apply a fixed charge to student parking at Halls of Residence, 10 do not apply 

charges, while 16 do not allow parking at residences. 

• Where student charges at residences apply 55% charge between £0 and £160. 

• 9 institutions offer concessionary parking charges for those working out of core hours. 

• Where a needs based criteria permit system is applied 11 institutions include a postcode 

exclusion zone. 

• Of 45 responses 6 (or 13%) have a staff parking ratio of 1:2, roughly equivalent to the 

University of Bristol. 

• In respect of enforcement the median for ticket issue is £60, with the highest charge being 

£100 and the lowest £15 prior to any discount period. 

• 34% of institutions use a bespoke car parking software system developed in-house, 32% use 

a manual input/paper based system while 24% use a software system purchased/licenced 

from a third party. 

• Those specifying the name of the third party system stated Continuum, ICES (4 responses), 

JANUS (2 responses), ParkIT and SKIDATA. 
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Table 27: UK universities parking research 

 

 

University of Nottingham 

Trent

Leeds Metropol itan 

University

Leicester University De Montfort Liverpool  University University of Sheffield Robert Gordon University 

Aberdeen

Queen’s University 

Belfast

University of York Oxford Brookes 

University

University of Birmingham Newcastle University University of Edinburgh University College 

London

University of Leeds University of Manchester Manchester 

Metropolitan University

University of 

Southampton

Status City centre City centre City centre City centre Russell Group Russell Group & Compartor 

Group

Suburban Russell Group Russell Group City centre Russell Group & Compartor 

Group

Russell Group & Compartor 

Group

Russell Group Russell Group & Compartor 

Group, Top 12 university

Russell Group & Compartor 

Group

Russell Group Russell Group & Compartor 

Group

Total  parking spaces ~1200 ~1300 ~1000 ~2750 760 1800 1200 394 ~3000 ~1600 ~1500

Permi t system used Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Permi t durati on  Full  academic year permit for 

regular drivers

 Full academic year permit for 

regular drivers

 Calendar year  Academic year Proximity card issued on 

commencement of 

employment

 Calendar year  Academic year.  Renewal of permits takes 

place over a three week 

period annually.

 The University’s staff 

transport year is  from April to 

March.

 The University is  in the 

process of reviewing its 

parking policy. The current 

parking year has been 

extended and will run from 

Jan 2013 to April  2014.

Annual permit (no dates 

given)

Annual permits 1st October - 30th September Annual permits Academic year permits valid 

for 12 months

Calendar year permits

Wha t does the 

permit a l low?

Right to roam Right to roam  Right to roam for parking 

space within designated car 

park

 Right to roam within 

designated car park

 Right to roam Parking permits are only 

required during term time. 

This excludes disability bays.

 Permit holders failing to 

renew their permit during 

that time will forego their 

parking privi leges.

Right to roam Reserved spaces for 

departments; contractor 

permits

Allocated space Permit parking between 8am 

to 5pm Monday to Friday.  

Right to roam

Right to roam

El igibi l i ty cri teria No No Yes Yes No Yes No No Yes Yes No No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

El igibi l i ty deta i l Needs based criteria system 

(based on points), including 

postcode exclusion zone, 

placements visits, public 

transport accessibility, caring 

responsibilities, childcare, 

care of dependents, lack of 

alternatives, distance from 

home to institution, car 

sharing, business use.

Points system which takes 

into account: postcode 

exclusion zone, medical 

conditions, essential car 

users, antisocial hours, 

parents and carers, car 

sharers, access to alternative 

transport

Criteria system based on 

postcode exclusion zone, 

mobility, placement visits, 

childcare, care of dependents 

and business use.

No restrictions a. 1 mile exclusion for all 

permits (except disabled)

b. Cat A: most expensive, 

needs based once demand 

exceeds supply (guaranteed 

space)

c. Cat B: needs based (right to 

roam)

d. Cat C: No needs based 

assessment. Used with Pay 

and Display ticket (intended 

for occasion use only)

Needs based criteria system 

including a postcode 

exclusion zone.

 Permits are issued to staff on 

a first come first served basis 

in order of application, as 

well as position on the 

waiting list(s) of the car 

park(s) of choice.  

Needs based criteria system 

(points system) including 

postcode exclusion zone, 

mobility/disability, course 

type, placement visits and 

principal caring 

responsibilities.

a. Exclusion zone around the 

Headington Hill Campus 

increased from 3km to 5km.

b. There is also an exclusion 

zone of 1km around the U1 

bus route and around other 

campuses.

a. Needs based application 

process (points system)

b. Applies to staff and 

students

c. 6 principles in order of 

importance - mobility, 

essential 

business/unsociable hours, 

equality and diversity, lack of 

suitable alternatives, 

distance travelled from 

home, membership of 

university car share scheme

If number of applications 

exceeds number of permits 

available then consider:

a. Staff working outside 

normal working hours

b. Certified medical condition

c. Child or elderly care

d. Drop off/pick up a child, the 

aged or somebody with a 

disability

e. Distance from nearest 

tube, mainline station or bus 

stop 

Based on vehicle emissions 

and needs based assessment 

including placement visits, 

public transport accessibility, 

before/after work 

commitment, childcare, 

distance from home to 

institution, car sharing.

Based on need:

utilises postcode data to 

establish level of access to 

the workplace, including l inks 

to public transport, as well as 

other work based and social 

criteria.

Pa rking categories No No Yes Yes No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Ca tegory deta i l Fulltime (Red)

Flexitime (Gold)

Car share (Grey)

a. Full year permit

b. Pay and Display permit for 

occasional drivers

c. Building specific permits

Cat A

Cat B (annual)

Cat B (scratch card)

Cat C

a. Staff permits (Business 

Users and campus specific)

b. car share permits

c. essential maintenance 

permits

d. temporary permits

a. Normal staff parking (only 

available for one car park at a 

time)

b. “All Parks” permits, only 

issued when strictly 

necessary to allow the holder 

to fulfil the duties of their 

employment. 

a. Special  car park reserved 

for staff arriving after 

09.15/09.30 in the morning 

(due to child caring 

responsibilities)

b. Occasional permits exist 

for people who don’t usually 

use their car but may need to 

when it rains or to transport 

heavy items.

a. Provision for late arriving 

staff with parking spaces 

reserved for arrivals after 

9.30 in different car parks.

b. Those with caring 

responsibilities may also be 

exempt from the above 

exclusion zone.

C. Permit registered to 

specific car park.

a. Monthly salary deduction

b. Pay & Display only permit

a. Based on the area seeking 

to park in

b. Essential user permit 

(annual)

c. Essential user permit (pay 

as you go - for part-time and 

not constant use)

d. Day scratch card permits 

(for those not qualifying for 

the above permits

Full permit, concessionary 

rate and motorcycle permits

a. Staff permits based on pay 

grade

b. Postgraduate students, 

agency staff and other staff 

not on University payroll

Annual and monthly permits 

available

Main appl ication 

method for permit

Online Online Online Online Application form to HR Online No information Online Online Online Online Download application form Download application form Online application Online application form

Staff charges  Amount charged based on a 

combination of salary level 

and vehicle emissions.

1% of total payments for a 

month (up to the equivalent 

of the top of HERA grade 9) 

and capped up to £500.

For fulltime permit only, 

amount charged based on a 

combination of salary levels 

and vehicle emissions.

Full permit costs £120 per 

year for staff earning over 

£20,834 p.a. or £75 for those 

earning less than £20,834 

p.a.

Access through barrier (time 

in space calculated 

automatically)

27p/hr capped at 7 hours per 

day.

Consultant staff (not on 

University payroll) £520/year

Cat A: £640/year

Cat B (annual): £410 

(discounted to £270 for staff 

in lower salary bands)

20 Scratch cards for £36.50

Pay and Display: £3.40/Day

Fixed charge for staff parking 

between £200 and £300.

a. Staff are charged for 

parking at either a full or part 

time rate according to their 

employment contract

b. From 2013, cost of permit 

is  dependent on car’s CO2 

emissions. 

a. The staff car parking permit 

is  charged at 0.6% of salary, 

capped at £400.

b. Car share £30 one-off 

payment.

The staff parking permit is 

charged at 0.6% of salary.

Staff parking - £1/day (9.30 - 

4.30 Monday to Friday)

Staff permit £50, then must 

pay daily rate, reserved 

space £1,320, contractor rate 

£6/day

a. Essential annual (£250)

b. Essential pay as you go 

(£0.57 half day, £1.14 full day)

c. £10/day scratch card

Reduced amounts for other 

areas but based on same 

rules as above.  Student 

permits as above and the 

same amounts

Via salary sacrifice only:

a. £3,137/annum

b. £1,900/annum 

concessionary rate (reduced 

earnings)

c) £300 motorcycle permit

Salary sacrifice, cash or 

cheque:  charges linked to 

DVLA vehicle excise duty 

(VED) "road tax"

a. Annual permit (between 

£135 and £336)

b. Motorcycle/scooter £36 

(annual)

c. Daily parking fee (cars) £5

d. Daily parking fee 

(motorcycles) £1

Salary sacrifice.  Based on pay 

grade (between £150 and 

£400).  Part-time staff 

working 3 days or less can 

purchase a part-time pass 

costing £26.25 allowing 21 

entries to the car park.  Car 

sharing £240 per year.

Based on salary scale and pro 

rata for part-time staff.  Pay 

via monthly salary 

deductions or use of Pay and 

Display ticket machines.  Also 

salary sacrifice. Charges are 

reviewed annually and are 

based on 220 working days 

per year.

A. Annual permit charges 

range from £120 to £500.

B. Non-University staff (on 

contract) £400 paid 

C. Pay & Display charges (30p 

per hour up to a maximum 

£2.30 per day)

Salary deduction or 

debit/credit card

Coupons / scratch 

cards  / vouchers  used

Yes No Yes No No Yes Yes No Yes No No Coupons available for 

departmental visitors

Yes No No threshold on contractors 

able to park on site:

a. Long term permits

b. Fixed term permits

c. Short stay passes (pick 

up/drop off - max 20 minutes)

No No
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Table 27: UK universities parking research (continued)

University of Nottingham 

Trent

Leeds Metropol itan 

University

Leicester University De Montfort Liverpool University University of Sheffield Robert Gordon University 

Aberdeen

Queen’s University 

Belfast

University of York Oxford Brookes 

University

University of Birmingham Newcastle University University of Edinburgh University Col lege 

London

University of Leeds University of Manchester Manchester 

Metropolitan University

University of 

Southampton

Coupon deta i l  Book of 50 vouchers 

available for occasional 

drivers at 35% cost of full year 

permit

Used in combination with 

free of charge flexitime 

permit (£2.50 for a book of 5, 

up to a maximum per year of 

22 books)

 Prepaid Scratch Cards used 

in combination with free of 

charge Cat B (Scratch Card) 

permit

 There is a specific on street 

parking area around the 

Garthdee campus where 

residential and business 

permits can be purchased 

and displayed along with 

vouchers.

 Daily scratch out permits 

may be used for visitors or 

contractors.

Daily scratch out for essential 

pay as you go and £10 scratch 

card

Pay a nd Dis pl a y us ed 

s peci fi ca l ly for s ta ff

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No No No No Yes Yes No No No N/A Yes

Detai l  Pay and Display facilities 

have been expanded and 

continue to grow across the 

university

 Pay and Display available at 

40p/hour (prices from 

2008/10, no current 

information)

Tickets for sale, to be 

displayed along with 

appropriate permit.  

Designed for occasional use.

ANPR.  Visitor parking rates 

from £2 up to 1 hour and £6 

over 4 hours up to 5.30PM 

than evening rates apply.

For occasional use and 

visitors. Pay and Display 

tickets must be used with 

appropriate free of charge 

Cat C permit.  £2.30 up to 4 

hours, £3.40 over 4 hours.

 But used across the 

University for those without a 

permit (visitors, students…)

£1/day charge in all car parks 

(ANPR system)

£4/day

£2/4 hours

£1/2 hours

Public parking tariffs 

available between £3 (up to 3 

hours) and £10 (24 hours)

Available at Highfield:

£1 for 1 hour up to £8 for 

more than 7 hours available 

on a first come first served 

basis.

Permits  for dis a bi l i ty Disabled bays are available 

for blue badge holders.

Applicants with a blue badge 

in their name will not be 

charged for a permit.

Staff who hold a Blue Badge 

are entitled to park for free in 

the disabled parking bays 

around the University.

Disabled colleagues who are 

Blue Badge holders can apply 

for a permit to park in the 

designated disabled parking 

bays on campus; these are 

available free of charge.

Staff holding a blue badge 

park free of charge. 

No charge for EU badge 

holders. All others to be 

charged same as Cat C.

a. Staff or Students who are 

holders of a blue/orange or 

green badge are permitted to 

park in any recognised 

disabled parking bay 

throughout the University. 

They do not require an 

RGU Parking Permit and may 

park free of charge.

B. Temporary disability 

comes under the 

“exceptional circumstances” 

rule. Special parking permits 

can be issued but are charged 

at the normal rate.

A. Applicants in possession of 

a Blue Badge are entitled to a 

parking permit.

B. Applicants with a disability 

or medical condition which 

affects their mobility but who 

do not currently possess a 

‘blue badge’, must get 

written confirmation of their 

disability from their GP, for 

consideration by the 

University Occupational 

Health Practitioner.

C. The same procedure as in B 

applies for temporary 

disability.

a. University Disability 

Permits will be issued free on 

application to members of 

The University who hold a 

Blue Badge

b. Disabled staff and students 

with no blue badge may also 

receive a free parking permit 

if approved by the Academic 

Registrar. 

a. Blue badge holders are 

exempt from parking charges. 

B. Provision will be made for 

those with disability or 

health issues who do not hold 

a blue badge. Temporary 

permits can be issued.  

Blue badge holders permitted 

to park on site free of charge 

in dedicated disabled bays

a. Blue Badge holders are free 

of charge (staff & students)

b. Temporary mobility 

impairments covered (staff 

members must meet with 

Occupational Health)

a. Blue Badge holders able to 

park for free

b. Non Blue Badge recipients 

can contact Occupational 

Health (staff) or the student 

disability service

Staff are eligible a. Blue Badge holders

b. Temporary mobility for ill 

health/exceptional 

circumstances

Free of charge for Blue Badge 

holders and can park in any 

disabled bay.  Temporary 

disability subject to 

occupational health (staff) 

and student disability service 

(students)

Blue Badge holders can park 

free of charge. 

Blue Badge holders can park 

free of charge (staff and 

students).

Car sha ri ng promoted Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No Yes Yes Yes Yes N/A Yes Yes Yes Yes

Car sha ri ng 

a ddi ti ona l  

i nforma ti on

a. Liftshare website: register 

details to be matched with 

others.

B. No specific permit or 

guaranteed parking spaces, 

focus on other benefits.

a. Car sharing website

b.  No guaranteed spaces for 

car sharers

External online matching 

database:

a. Holders of car sharing 

permit may park in BOTH 

ordinary spaces and 

designated car sharing 

spaces

b. Car sharing permits are 

free of charge

External online matching 

database:

a. Free parking permit for car 

sharers with 3 or more 

people

b. Car sharers with 2 people 

only need to apply and pay for 

one permit

External online matching 

database:

38 reserved car sharing 

spaces.

Legitimate car sharing groups 

(2 or more, work min. 3 

days/week) enter into 

selection process every 6 

months to be allocated these 

spaces.

 No specific guaranteed 

spaces

External and internal car 

share matching databases.

a. To encourage car sharing, 

the cost of permit is reduced 

and dedicated car share bays 

will be available near each 

building on the Garthdee 

Campus.

b. Members of a car sharing 

team must all hold a current 

vehicle insurance certificate 

(ie, car sharing is only 

applicable if there is 

reduction in the number of 

vehicles that would 

otherwise travel to the 

University).

External online matching 

database:

A. Certain car parks are 

reserved for car sharers. 

B. Those with a car sharing 

permit can also park in all 

other car parks.

C. Car sharing permits are 

also much cheaper.

External online matching 

database

a. Promoted via Liftshare

b. dedicated parking spaces

c. annual disc fee £50

d. must pay daily pay & 

display fee

External online matching 

database

External online matching 

database.  No dedicated car 

sharing bays.

Car share scheme promoted 

(HEP) shared with 

Manchester Metropolitan 

University, Central 

Manchester NHS Trust, Royal 

Northern College of Music.  

£240 permit

See University of Manchester 

scheme.  A car sharing permit 

does not guarantee a parking 

space. 50% reduction for car 

share teams for each 

member of a two person car 

share team.  66% reduction 

for teams of three or more car 

sharers. 

Online Liftshare system for 

the University

Enforcement No information on hours. Parking controlled 24 

hours/day, 7 days/week.  

Charges apply 7PM to 

3.30PM. £80 penalty charge 

applied or £60 if paid within 

14 days.

Parking only controlled within 

normal working hours.  

Charges apply 8AM to 5PM.  

No charges for breach of 

parking rules (warning 

notices, removal of parking 

permit and disciplinary 

action).

Car parks are patrolled and 

warning signage is displayed. 

No information on hours. 

Charges apply 8AM to 

5.30PM. Penalty notices 

charged at £80 or discounted 

to £40 if paid within 14 days.

ANPR (automatic number 

plate recognition system) 

Barriers in operations at all 

times.  Charges apply 24 

hours. Penalty charges for 

breach of rules £60 or 

reduced to £30 if paid within 

14 days.

No information on hours. 

University patrol so likely 

working hours only.

The parking charge notice is 

set at £70, reduced to £40 if 

payment is made within 14 

days. Term time enforcement 

only.

Car parking is enforced 

between 8am and 5pm 

Monday to Friday.

ANPR in use. Parking rules 

apply between 8am and 6pm 

Mondays to Fridays.  Penalty 

notice for breach of parking 

rules set at £50.

Parking rules apply from 7.00 

am to 4.30 pm

Parking rules apply 9.30am to 

4.30pm Monday to Friday. 

£60 penalty reduced to £30 if 

paid within 14 days.

Parking rules apply.  Charges 

apply 9AM to 5PM. £30 

penalty issued by parking 

assistants if in breach of rules

Permit parking between 8am 

to 5pm Monday to Friday.  

Initial warning (no charge), 

then Civil Parking Notice 

(CPN) £80 reduced to £40 if 

paid within 14 days.

Car parks are firmly and 

rigidly enforced.  Charging is 

applicable between 7am and 

5pm Monday to Friday. 

Parking charge notice for 

breach of parking rules £70 if 

paid within 28 days or £35 if 

paid within 14 days.

£10 discount for early 

payment of Civil Parking 

Notice

Departmenta l  

vehicl es

Must display a valid permit 

but no charge levied.  Permit 

application form downloaded 

from website.

University owned vehicles 

are provided spaces in their 

'home' car park but are 

otherwise assumed to use 

loading bays and do not have 

priority in any other car park.

Reserved parking bays 

available based on 

operational need. Bay charge 

£1,320

£250/yr £202 permit Two types of departmental 

permit:

a. University owned vehicles

b. General use (staff using 

own vehicles for ad hoc 

business reasons)

Contra ctor vehi cles Contractor parking limited to 

those vehicles required on 

campus to complete the job.  

Up to three permits per 

contractor.  Any extra parking 

has to be via pay and display.

Parking for contractors 

cannot be guaranteed. 

Permission to park is only 

given where parking close by 

is essential to enable work to 

be carried out. Permits 

include an expiry date and 

the building the contractor is 

working in. Enforcement rules 

apply to contractor vehicles.

Contractor parking costs 

£860 per year by use of a 

proximity card (or £100 for 1 

month, £250 3 months, £450 

6 months, £650 9 months).  

Access is granted for 

contractor vehicles requiring 

access to car parks for less 

than 5 or less days per 

calendar month.  Anything 

above this and they are 

expected to purchase a 

proximity card or use a visitor 

car park.  Only contractor 

official liveried vehicles are 

allowed on the Precinct.  

Contractors wishing to park 

their personal vehicles may 

only park in a designated 

visitor car park.  Loading and 

unloading is permissible.

Day cost £5, 28 day pass £40, 

annual permit £400, Key 

contractor (eligible for 5 

permits) £400 total, pay and 

display from £1 for 1 hour up 

to £6 for 10 hours.  Up to 1 

hour parking delivery and 

unloading bays are free of 

charge.

a. Must demonstrate vehicle 

is absolutely required

b. Must display contractor 

parking permit

c. £6/day charge

d. Pick up and drop off 

procedure where a permit is 

not granted

a. Must display a permit

b. Daily scratch cards 

£10/day

c. Annual permit £840

No threshold on contractors 

able to park on site:

a. Long term permits

b. Fixed term permits

c. Short stay passes (pick 

up/drop off - max 20 minutes)

£50 per month Free fixed or temporary 

permits issued dependent on 

longevity of contract.  The 

University accepts no claims 

from contractors due to the 

inability to park their vehicle 

on University premises.

Permits available subject to 

authorisation by an Estates 

and Facilities manager. 

Permits are valid for a 

maximum of 3 months.
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7.2 Bristol’s Large Employers & Off-Site Parking 

7.2.1 Large Businesses 

A number of Bristol city-centre based large employers were contacted to understand the local context with regards to how they manage parking across 

their site or organisation.  Inevitably, each organisation manages parking differently, depending on its individual needs, constraints and characteristics.   

Table 28 summarises the data obtained to date.   

Organisation Size Detail 

Bristol City Council +5,000 - Does not provide staff parking at any of its city centre sites. 

- Visitor parking is generally not provided, with visitors expected to use local Pay & Display spaces/car parks. 

- Outlying sites do have some parking but this is simply provided on a first come, first served basis. 

- BCC's Parkview site (in Whitchurch) has more acute parking problems and introduced a parking management regime modelled 

on the University of Bristol's existing scheme. 

- BCC has a draft Travel Plan and there is currently an appetite to finalise this document but whether a Travel Plan Officer 

resource can be provided is unknown. 

- New staff are not advised at all on transport options or the car parking situation at BCC offices. 

Lloyds TSB Group +5,000 - Approximately 400 spaces are provided for 5,000 staff across the Bristol sites. 

- Basement parking is provided with limited parking on forecourts, prioritised for essential business operations such as 

contractors. 

- Staff parking charges were introduced (approximately £35/month) but following discussions with Union representatives charges 

were withdrawn.  

- Staff parking is allocated on the basis of disability, length of service and pay grade. 

- Visitors are advised to park on-street or in local car parks. 

- They expect some impact from the introduction of the RPS on staff that are not able to park on site but they are not proactively 

seeking a solution to this issue. 

- Lloyds has a very successful and embedded flexible working policy with many staff working up to 2 or 3 days per week from 

home or utilising teleconferencing / videoconferencing facilities. 

University Hospitals 

Bristol NHS Foundation 

Trust 

+5,000 - South Bristol Community Hospital site incorporates a skills academy, sports and leisure centre, parking provided for all across the 

site. 

- South Bristol CH has approximately 350 staff and provides 500 parking spaces.  There is no viable off-site parking near Hengrove 

and a number of staff have expressed their concerns regarding personal safety in walking from their cars to the hospital site 

- Parking is provided on a first come first served basis. 

- UH Bristol trust staff benefit from reduced parking rates but they are charged to park on site.  There are no eligibility criteria in 

place but staff working nights are able to park for free, while the charge for other staff is based on pay grade (£3.20/day lower 
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band, £4.10/day upper band) and is a flat fee irrespective of the duration of parking.  Parking charges are paid through a monthly 

salary deduction. 

- Visitor parking is charged by duration from £1.50 for up to one hour and £12.00 for 4 or more hours. 

- Staff travelling between sites on work business are only expected to pay for parking once and can claim back any additional 

parking charges. 

- UH Bristol has a corporate deal for parking at NCP car parks.  NCP are looking to change how they charge for corporate parking 

and this has prompted an internal parking review by the Trust. 

- Contractors working on Trust business have access to extremely limited parking and are charged £3 flat rate.  Once they have 

dropped off tools and materials they are expected to park off-site while they carry out their work. 

- South Bristol Community Hospital has its own Travel Plan that feeds into the Hengrove Accord site Travel Plan.  It also forms part 

of the overarching Trust Travel Plan.  The South Bristol Community Hospital Travel Plan was a requirement of the Section 106 

agreement with the local authority. 

Table 28: Bristol city-centre large employers 

Overall, the University managed a more detailed parking system, which is designed to allocate space fairly and equitably, than its local peers.  In the case of 

Bristol City Council and Lloyds TSB Group, either no parking is provided at all or when available is based on a hierarchal approach with no charge levied.  

Only in the case of the NHS Foundation Trust are charges applied, including a robust approach with regards to managing contractors and their vehicles.    
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7.2.2 Off-Site Parking 

Analysis of off-street parking charges has been completed.  In the light of the RPS implementation 

and subsequent interest from businesses in, Bristol City Council is currently reviewing the corporate 

rate deals in its Trenchard Street and West End car park. A request has been made that the 

University is notified when the review is complete in the event that, similar to the University 

Hospitals Bristol NHS Foundation Trust, it wishes to increase parking provision by leasing off-street 

parking spaces. 

Table 29 summarises the charges in Bristol city centre car parks. 

CAR PARK 

NAME 

OPERATOR No. SPACES CHARGES UNI 

WORKING 

DAYS AV* 

Rupert Street NCP 391 2 Hours                 £6.10 

2 To 4 Hours £12.10 

4 To 6 Hours £15.10 

6 To 24 Hours £20.00 

Evening Rate 1800-2359 £2.50 

£20/day 

Queen Charlotte 

Street 

NCP 421 2 hours £6.10 

2 to 4 hours £12.10 

4 to 6 hours £15.10 

6 to 24 hours £20.00 

Evening rate 1800-2359 £2.50 

Earlybird £7.00 

1 week ticket £35.00 
 

£20/day 

Broadmead NCP 411 1 hour                  £3.10 

1 to 2 hours  £6.10 

2 to 4 hours  £9.10 

4 to 6 hours  £15.10 

6 to 24 hours  £20.00 

Earlybird  £7.50 

£20/day 

Nelson Street NCP 269 1 hour                  £3.10 

1 to 2 hours  £6.10 

2 to 3 hours  £9.10 

3 to 4 hours  £12.10 

4 to 6 hours  £15.10 

6 to 24 hours  £20.00 

Evening rate 1800-2359  £2.50 

1 week ticket  £30.00 

£20/day 

St. James Barton NCP 314 1 hour                  £3.10 

1 to 2 hours  £6.10 

2 to 3 hours  £9.10 

3 to 4 hours  £12.10 

4 to 6 hours  £15.10 

6 to 24 hours  £20.00 

£20/day 

Prince Street NCP 297 2 hours                  £6.10 

2 to 4 hours  £12.10 

4 to 6 hours  £15.10 

6 to 24 hours  £20.00 

£20/day 

Trenchard Street BCC 950 1 hour                     £1.00 

2 hours                   £2.00 

3 hours                   £3.00 

4 hours            £5.00 

£9.22/day 
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12 hours                £10.00 

Night rate              £2.50 

Season ticket       £2,074.00 

West End 

(Berkeley Place) 

BCC 750 1 hour                    £1.00 

2 hours                  £2.00 

3 hours                  £3.00 

4 hours          £5.00 

12 hours               £10.00 

Night rate             £2.50 

Season ticket       £1,850.00 

£8.22/day 

College Street BCC 248 2 hours                  £3.20 

Night rate             £2.50 

Max stay 2 hours 

n/a 

Queens Square BCC 159 1 hour          £1.60 

2 hours                  £3.20 

Night rate             £2.50 

Season ticket      £2,074.00 

£9.22/day 

Clifton Down 

Shopping Centre 

PRI 339 Up to 1 Hour £0.60p 

Up to 2 hours  £1.20 

Up to 3 hours £2.70 

Up to 4 hours £5.00 

Up to 5 hours £6.00 

All day                 £10.00 

Annual                   £1,080 

£4.80/day 

Cabot Circus PRI 2,500 £1.50 for first hour 

£1 per hour for every subsequent 

hour (up to 6 hours) 

£16/day (over 7 hours) 

£2 (5pm to 7am) 

£16/day 

Millennium 

Square 

ATB 524 Up to 1 hour        £2.50 

Up to 2 hours      £3.50 

Up to 4 hours      £6.50 

Up to 6 hours      £9.00 

Up to 8 hours      £12.00 

Up to 12 hours    £14.00 

Up to 24 hours    £16.00 

Season ticket: £210 for 1 month, 

£570 for a 3 month period or 

£2050 annually 

 

£9.11/day 

Table 29: Cost comparison to park in Bristol city centre car parks 

* Based on 225 University working days per year.  Costs based on season ticket prices.  If season ticket prices not available 

based on day rate.  The above does not assume any corporate discount. 

 

In addition to the above, the University itself leases a small number of parking spaces to other 

businesses at Winkworth House and the Merchant Venturers Building (eight spaces in total).  These 

spaces are charged on a commercial basis of approximately £2,000 per year. 

As per the RPS Guidance Notes produced by Bristol City Council, the use of pay and display bays is 

governed by the following (but may vary in some locations where amendments to the rules have 

been approved): 

• The first 15 minutes of parking is free of charge but a ticket must be obtained from the ticket 

machine and displayed in the vehicle. 
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• Longer periods of pay and display parking are charged at £1.00 per hour up to a period of 

three hours, with no return after this period within the following two hours. 

Beyond Bristol city centre, three Council-run park and ride sites are currently in operation with 

additional sites proposed as part of the city council’s MetroBus project over the coming years: 

• A4 Portway (902 service) – 20 minute journey time 

• Long Ashton (903 service) – 15 minute journey time 

• A4 Bath Road, Brislington park and ride (904 service) – 25 minute journey time 

All park and ride sites open from 6.00 a.m. until 9.30 p.m. The first bus leaves each site at 6.15 a.m.  

Charges are consistent across the three park and ride sites: 

• £4.00 peak return (before 10am Monday to Friday) 

• £3.00 off-peak return (after 10am Monday to Friday and all day Saturday) 

• £4.00 off-peak group return (for two or more adults/children, up to a maximum party of 

seven-all must travel together) 

• £16.00 10 single journey multi-ticket 

• £30.00 20 single journey multi-ticket 

• £600.00 annual season ticket 

Staff wishing to park in the University Precinct and its satellite sites must meet the relevant eligibility 

criteria and are charged a fixed percentage of their salary (0.008%).  Table 30 shows daily and total 

costs of existing parking permit holders by full time salary, based on working 225 days per year. 

Salary Daily Rate Annual cost* 

£14,344^ £1.15 £258 

£19,999 £1.60 £360 

£29,999 £2.40 £540 

£39,999 £3.20 £720 

£49,999 £4.00 £900 

£59,999 £4.80 £1,080 

£69,999 £5.60 £1,260 

£79,999 £6.40 £1,440 

£89,999 £7.20 £1,620 

£99,999 £8.00 £1,800 

£109,999 £8.80 £1,980 

£119,999 £9.60 £2,160 

£129,999 £10.40 £2,340 

£139,999 £11.20 £2,520 

£149,999 £12.00 £2,700 

£159,999 £12.80 £2,880 

£169,999 £13.60 £3,060 

£179,999^^ £14.40 £3,240 

Table 30: University of Bristol Precinct & satellite site charges by salary 

* Annual cost calculated: salary x 0.008% x 225 days 

^ Taken from University of Bristol Grade Structure (from 1
st

 August 2013) 

 http://www.bristol.ac.uk/hr/salaries/hr/salaries/grade-structure-aug13.pdf  
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^^ The top earning permit holder earns between £169,999 and £179,999.  Staff salaries above Grade M are not given on 

the University’s website.  As such, the top value in the salary band has been used but the exact daily charge paid may be 

less than stated. 

 

Assuming no corporate rate discount, when compared with off-site parking, a member of staff would 

need to earn in excess of £60,000 per annum before their on-site coupon charges would exceed the 

standard parking season ticket price available at Clifton Down shopping centre, which is the lowest 

of all car parks situated within walking distance of the University Precinct.  Similarly, a member of 

staff would need to earn approximately £120,000 per annum before their coupon charges would 

exceed the Trenchard Street season ticket price (£2,074).  This makes parking in University car parks 

an attractive proposition in relation to parking rates available off-site.  In park and ride terms, those 

earning more than £30,000 per annum would currently be able to park on site for roughly the same 

amount as purchasing a park and ride season ticket.  If coupons are not used every day, the cost to a 

member of staff from parking on site could be significantly less. 
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Appendix A Precinct & Satellite Sites Parking Management Process 

Maps 
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Action completed by Security Services

Notes regarding the process

Action by staff or other user

Buy coupons either online via TTW 
system, by phone or visit Payroll 

ofifice

Parking System Flowchart 

Is there an appropriate car 
parking space available?

Complete and return application form to Security Services.
- Send via internal mail
- Scan and email to car-parking@bristol.ac.uk email 
mailbox
- Visit Royal Fort Lodge

NEW APPLICANT

Download application form from 
website

- Cat A and C - any time
- Cat B - start of academic year)

EXISTING PERMIT HOLDER

Receive renewal application form 
by post (end of May)

Search for alternative (non-
University) parking opportunit ies

Park in space displaying the permit 
in windscreen.  Scratch off 

relevant coupon date and place in 
visible location

NEW APPLICANT

Permit issued by post after 1 to 6 
weeks.

OR RENEWING APPLICANT

Permit issued in July

A category B permit may not be approved due to applicant 
not meeting eligibility criteria. In this case,the applicant is 

contacted by email and automatically receives a Category C 
permit.

Complaints may be reported to 
Security Services due to on-site 

unavailibility.

Security Services: Send permit 
renewal letters and application 
forms all current permit holders 

(end of March)

For Cat A and B, check that 
applicant meets eligibility criteria 
See specific flowcharts for each 

category.

Write out each approved permit by 
hand

Send out permits by post to 
address shown in TTW system, 

using mail merge to obtain 
address labels

Enforcement:
Security officers issue parking 

tickets for cars parked without the 
appropriate permit.

See monitoring and enforcement 

flowchart for further details.

Payroll check TTW three times every week for 
new coupon requests.  Payroll approve order in 

TTW and export a spreadsheet to produce 
labels to attach to coupon.  Coupons issues to 

Resident parking scheme:
Implementation will affect 

availability of non-University 
parking spaces. 

Renewal letters include a cut off to return 
letter/application but this is regularly ignored.  
Applications are often received after this date 
and are still processed. In 2013/14 all renewal 
letters included the relevant application form.  
Prior to this, permit holders were expected to 
sign/date and return the letter confirming they 

wished to renew

An extract from the TTW system is taken for 
all parking permit holders.  A mail merge is 
then used to send renewal letters to permit 
holders.  There are instances where some 
permit holders are not contacted due to 

problems with using the mail merge

Cat B application forms are checked as follows:
- Cross-checking with PIMS system
- Distances verified using AA route planner
- Age of children verified

For Cat A
- validity of car sharing team checked

Permit category and permit number written in 
by hand.
- Cat A departmental - vehicle registration 
number and car parking space reference 
included
- Cat A disabled - car parking space reference 
included

Approve permit in TTW
Extract taken from TTW system by Payroll to apply £15 

administration fee to all appropriate staff permit holders.  
Charge applied to next salary run

On average, 5 people go to the 
payroll office every day to collect 
coupons. Each transaction takes 2 
to 3 minutes. Approximately, 10 
people buy coupons online each 

day.
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NOTES

Action completed by Security Services

Notes regarding the process

Action by staff or other user

Permit application - Category A1 
Car share

Applicant downloads and 
completes Cat A1 application form 

from car parking webpages 

New Applicant
Potential car sharer identifies 

others 

Methods of finding a car sharing partner/team 
member(s)

- speaking to colleagues
- registering on the University of Bristol 

Applicant returns completed 
applicat ion form to Security 

Services

Security Services verify applicat ion 
information:

- confirm carsharing route viability
- check distance & postcodes
- check work hours through PIMS 
system

Application approved by 
Security Services

TTW updated with 
new/amended car sharing team 

details and specific parking 

All car sharing team members are 
set up in TTW on the same permit 
number.  Includes non-drivers, 
who are set up the same as a 
driver but with no vehicle 

registration details.

Permit written (including 
parking space details) and sent 

to lead car share team member 
in internal mail (if required)

Security email Payroll to notify 

of new car sharing team or 
change to existing car sharing 

team

Existing Permit Holder 
Renewal

Receive renewal applicat ion form 
by post (end of March)

Security Services: Send permit 
renewal letters and applicat ion 
forms all current permit holders 

(end of March)

£15 admin charge is not applied to 
non-drivers in a car sharing team 

(drivers only).

Changes to car sharing team:
- New member: new member completes Cat A1 application form to 
'join' an exist ing team and sends to Security, including confirmation of 
the change means the salary deductions should be taken from a 
different team member.  Security update TTW accordingly.
- Somebody leaves the University: remaining car sharer(s) given 1 
month grace period to find a new car share partner if required/desired.  
However, Security Services are rarely informed of somebody leaving 
the University and would only pick this up by checking the 'leavers' 
lists each month (if time permits)

Payroll manually calculate and 
set up salary deduction amount 

up until end of permit year (eg 
31st July) 

No system in place to flag up 
when car sharers change their 

salary part-way through a permit 
year, unless they do that 

themselves

Payroll staff member, responsible for coupon 
processing, raises a manual adjustment slip for 
the salary deduction amount.  This is then 
processed by another member of the Payroll 

team.

Change to Existing Car 
Sharing Team

Either new member of the team or 
a change to exist ing users

Vehicle parks in allocated 
parking space displaying permit 

in windscreen
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NOTES

Action completed by Security Services

Notes regarding the process

Action by staff or other user

Car permit criteria disability:
- Must provide medical evidence supporting disability (doctor's note, 

occupational health paperwork, blue badge and so on).
- Applications may be referred to Occupational Health for assessment and advice 

of longevity of permit.
- Blue Badge holders automatically qualify.

Car permit criteria pregnancy:
- Parking permit A2 (disability) can be applied for by women in their 20th week 

of pregnancy by completing the Category C and A2 application forms. A copy of 
the MAT B1 form is also required.

Permit application -

Category A/Disability

1. Blue badge holders
(no charge levied)

2. Permanent mobility 
impairment

(no charge levied)

3. Temporary mobility 
impairment

(no charge levied)

4. Carers*
(no charge levied)

*of those staff or students with a 

mobility impairment

Applicant fills in Disability 
permit application form

Applicant fills in Disability 
permit application form, 

including evidence of disability

1. Applicant 
attaches doctor's 

letter to application.

2. Applicant visits 
Occupational

Health.

Occupational Health sends an 
email to Security services, 

indicating they have seen the 
member of staff and that they 

are eligible for a permit.

A disability permit is reissued 
every year following application 

from the holder, until Security 
Services are notified of a 

change of situation.

Security Services staff are not medically trained and 
therefore find it difficult to question any 

recommendation from Occupational Health or deny a 
request for a disabled parking permit.  This potentially 

leaves the system open to abuse.

Applicant fills in Category C 
permit application form.

Applicant provides evidence -
such as doctor's letter.

5. Pregnancy
(no daily charge apply but 
required to pay £15 admin 

fee)

Applicant fills in Cat C & A2 
permit application forms, 

including MATB1 form or 
medical documentation

Application approved by 
Security Services

TTW updated with permit 
holder details and specific 

parking space allocated

Permit written and sent to staff 
or student in internal mail

Application approved by 
Security Services

TTW updated with permit 
holder details and specific 

parking space allocated

Permit written and sent to staff 
or student in internal mail

Applicant fills in Disability 
permit application form, 

including evidence of disability.

1. Applicant 
attaches doctor's 

letter to application.

2. Applicant visits 
Occupational

Health.

Occupational Health sends an 
email to Security services, 

indicating they have seen the 
member of staff and that they 

are eligible for a permit.

Application approved by 
Security Services for the 

duration of the impairment

TTW updated with permit 
holder details and specific 

parking space allocated

Permit written and sent to staff 
or student in internal mail 

(permit includes date permit is 

Application approved by 
Security Services

TTW updated with permit 
holder details 

Permit written and posted to 
carer (Category B/C permit), 

including duration of the 
impairment

If the person requesting a permit is an 
existing parking permit holder, Security

Services update TTW with the relevant 
details and allocate a parking space to the 

applicant

Application approved by 
Security Services

TTW updated with permit 
holder details, permit end date, 

and specific parking space 

Permit written (with end date 
given) and sent to staff or 

student in internal mail

Information relating to the availability of parking spaces for those women in their 
20th week of pregnancy or beyond is not given on the University's car parking 
webpages.  The information is only shown in the Pregnancy & Maternity Handbook, 
available for download from the HR webpage: 

http://www.bristol.ac.uk/equalityanddiversity/workandfamily/mums/maternity.html

Vehicle parks in allocated 
parking space displaying permit 

in windscreen

Vehicle parks in allocated 
parking space displaying permit 

in windscreen

Vehicle parks in allocated 
parking space displaying permit 

in windscreen

Vehicle parks in Category B/C 
parking space.  If there is no 

available space, the carer must 
find parking elsewhere.

Vehicle parks in allocated 
parking space displaying permit 

in windscreen
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NOTES

Action completed by Security Services

Notes regarding the process

Action by staff or other user

Request for Departmental 
Parking

Complete and return application 
form to Security Services.

- Send via internal mail
- Scan and email to car-
parking@bristol.ac.uk email 
mailbox
- Visit Royal Fort Lodge

New Department

Download department permit 
applicat ion form from car parking 

webpage website 

Security Services: Send permit 
renewal letters to departmental 
parking coordinator via email 

distribution list

Security check application form 
details

Write out permit(s)

Send out permits by post to 
department coordinator

Security approve permit 
applicat ion

Department allocates permits to 
vehicle/user 

Park in allocated space displaying 
the permit in windscreen.

Allocate specific parking space(s)

There are no limit to the number 
of permits that can be granted to 
a department

Variable levels of checking 
completed by departments as to 
whether details remain valid (ie do 
they require the same number of 
permits as previous years.

If more than one departmental 
user assigned to a permit it is up 
to the department/users to 
manage the permit and ensure it is 
shown in the correct vehicle

Permit updated with permit 
number, car park location and 
vehicle registration numbers 
assigned to that permit

Different department permit types available:
- departmental vehicle - eg University owned/leased 
vehicle.  A copy of the vehicle's V5 must be submitted with 
the applicat ion
- emergency response - this is a roaming permit whereby 
the permit is allocated a specific parking space but they 
are also free to park in any Cat B or C space as required
- operational use (on or off Precinct) - staff own vehicle 
used for departmental purposes
- visitors - some departments have a dedicated space for 
their own visitors rather than booking visitor parking 
spaces at The Hawthorns.  The reasons for not using The 
Hawthorns visitor parking area must be provided

Security prepare and send a report 
to Finance containing payment 
amounts/charge codes for all 
departments with permits 

(renewals) 

Not all departments pay for a 
permit for the whole year.  Some 
amounts can therefore be less 
than the full amount.  In the case 
of new departments requesting 
permits part way through the 
year, an ad hoc request is sent to 
Finance.

If the space is to be occupied by a 
University owned vehicle (eg the 
University is stated on the 
vehicle's V5 document) the 
department is not charged.  If the 
space is to be used by non-
University vehicles, the annual 
charge applies.

Departmental parking charges 
were set by TWIG as a percentage 
annual increase.  There is 
currently no mechanism in place 
to agree any future amounts.
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NOTES

Action completed by Security Services

Notes regarding the process

Action by staff or other user

Honorary/Grey User Staff Permit 

Complete and return application form to Security Services.
- Send via internal mail
- Scan and email to car-parking@bristol.ac.uk email 
mailbox
- Visit Royal Fort Lodge

Download application form from 
car parking website

- Cat A and C - any time
- Cat B - start of academic year)

For Cat A and B, check that 
applicant meets eligibility criteria 
See specific flowcharts for each 

category.

Set up honorary user in TTW

Approve permit 

Write out permit

TTW does not hold honorary staff details by 
default and users once approved by Security 
must be manually set up.

Honorary user visits Royal Fort 
Lodge to pay for and collect 

permit

Honorary staff must pay for permit in person 
at Royal Fort Lodge as they are not set up in 
the University's finance system.

Display permit in vehicle 
windscreen and park in 

appropriate area

There is no active renewal for honorary users.  
It is up to the user to notify Security Services 
and request their permit is renewed.  Security 
check PIMS and the UCard system to validate 
continued eligibility.
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NOTES

Action completed by Security Services

Notes regarding the process

Action by staff or other user

Request for Contractor Parking

Department emails request for 
contractor parking to car-
parking@bristol.ac.uk

Departments are able to apply for two permits per contract job only

Department should provide the following to Security:
- Contractor name
- Date of work start/end
- Vehicle registration number
- Mobile phone number of driver

No fees are levied against the contractor or the department requesting 
the permit.

Security print out email and file it. 

On arrival contractor visits Royal 
Fort Lodge to be issued with 

permit

Temporary Permit
(for a specific contract with an end 

date)

Frequent Contractor Permit
(for those contractors completing 
long term work for the University -
such as electrical contractors)

Contractors parking is unassigned 
and has a direct impact on staff 
parking availability in B and C 

areas

Contractor parks in Category B or 
C staff parking spaces

Frequent contractor permits are issued in two tranches during the 
calendar year and valid for 6 months (currently up to 31/1/15 or 
31/7/15).  The department must reapply (but for those contractors 
well known to Security they do visit Royal Fort Lodge direct and swap 

their existing permit for a new one)

Temp permit - vehicle registration stated on permit and scratch off 
date when permit valid to
Frequent permit - includes permit number, vehicle registration and 
pre-defined permit date

Both permit types must be dispayed in the vehicle.

Several instances of inappropriate 
parking and CPNs issued to 

persistent offenders.  Security do 
remove permits from contractors 

in extreme circumstances
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NOTES

Action completed by Security Services

Notes regarding the process

Action by staff or other user

Request for Visitor 
Parking

Department or individual w ith a visitor enters 
relevant details on visitor parking webpage:
https://uob.ilrt.bris.ac.uk/visitorparking/

V isitors parking spaces are available at the 
Hawthorns only.  Spaces can be booked for a 
morning, afternoon or all day.  More than 1 
space can be booked at the same time

Visitor parking applicant is requested to 
provide the following:

- name and telephone number
- University charge code
- Visitor's name
- Visitor's organisation

It is not essential to provide the vehicle 
registration details at the time of booking.  
However, registration number updates must 
be noted manually as the system will not 
accept changes. An authorisation form can be 
printed (accessed through the V iew Bookings 
tool) by the department and displayed in the 
visitor's vehicle when they arrive on site.

Security log into visitor parking 
admin system daily and export 

report/view bookings

In the admin screen Security can update the 
number of parking spaces available (such as if 
construction works reduce the amount of 
parking spaces that are accessible) and 

view/amend bookings

Enforcement officers collect 
printed out visitor parking report 

(not mandatory)

Not all enforcement officers collect the visitor 
parking report from Royal Fort Lodge

If a different vehicle is brought to site (other 
than the one on the booking), the booking can 
be amended but the system is not updated.  
Staff can also not delete their own booking

Entering TBA in the registration details field is 
accepted as a valid registration number and 
may not be picked up by Security until they 
download/print out the daily report, causing 

enforcement difficulties

It can be difficult to enforce visitor parking if 
not all of the details have been provided - for 
instance issuing a Civil Parking Notice could 
cause embarrassment if the vehicle is 

legitimately parked and depending on who the 
visitor is
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NOTES

Action completed by Security Services

Notes regarding the process

Action by staff or other user

Payroll Coupon Ordering

Staff visit Payroll to request 
coupons

Staff order coupons online via 
TTW system

Staff order coupons by telephone 
Payroll or email

Payroll check TTW for new coupon 
request 

TTW is checked three times per 
week

In TTW click on "Manage 
Coupons" to review, issue, amend, 

set up coupon request

Payroll set up requests in person, 
by phone or email direct ly into 

TTW system

When Payroll sat isfied details are 
correct select "apply coupon 

changes"

Extract/Export data to spreadsheet 
to produce labels for coupon

Print labels

Attach label to coupon(s)

Issue coupon(s) to staff in internal 
mail or given in person

To avoid duplicat ing an order, Payroll charge 
for the coupon at the time of the request (in 
the case of staff visits, email or tel).  This 

prevents a second charge being applied for the 
same coupon order

Once apply coupon changes set 
the costs for coupons purchased 
are applied to the next salary run 
by another member of Payroll by 

running another report

Coupon placed in permit holder's 
vehicle, with relevant date 

scratched off coupon

1 coupon contains 5 lines 
equivalent to 5 days parking

If a member of staff is not set up on PIMS, they can be issued with a 
temporary permit/coupon.  The request is received from Security 

Services and the entry added to the coupon log book (in Payroll).  The 
coupons are issued to the permit holder and the amount is taken once 
the staff member is set up in PIMS/TTW.  As this is a manual process 
there may be instances where applying the charges has not occurred.
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NOTES

Action completed by Security Services

Notes regarding the process

Action by staff or other user

Parking at the University is enforced Monday to Friday 
from 7am until 5pm. At any one time, there will usually 

be 3 security officers carrying out parking enforcement 
duties. 

Check that each car is displaying 
the correct permit (and coupon, if 

appropriate)

If a car is parked in a permit area 
but is not displaying the correct 

permit, officers  use CB radio to 
contact Security Services main 

office to check if the car is 
registered with them (i.e. does the 

car owner hold a permit?)

Monitoring and enforcement

The car is not registered with 
security

1st offence: Envelope containing 
warning stuck to driver's side 
window.

2nd offence: £5 fixed penalty 
ticket issued. 

3rd and further offences: civil 
parking charge issued. Set at  
£120, reduced to £60 if paid within 
14 days.

Issues with monitoring:
Instead of being monitored from 7am unt il 

5pm, in reality it  is from 8am unt il 4pm.

Some security officers are more proactive 
than others in this task; monitoring has 

weakened in the last  two years as security 
officers are no longer made aware of their 

performance and therefore lack incentive to 
perform at their best .

There are known instances of abuse of the 

system which have not been noticed or 
penalised for several weeks.  Opposingly, 

some car parks are larger and easier to 
enforce (such as Canynge Hall, University 

Wallk) and as a result may show a higher 
than average number of tickets issued.

Penalty logged by 
Security Services staff 

onto TTW. Extract 
taken by Payroll to 

deduct penalty from 
offender's salary

Data downloaded from 
enforcement officer handheld 

following return to Security 
office and uploaded to CPP.

University receives 50% of any 

charge paid to the Civil Parking 
Partnership.

Civil parking charge is issued. 

15-minute grace period allowed 
before further action taken

Payment, query and appeal 
handled by Car Parking 

Partnership (CPP) on behalf of 
University. 

Payment can be made via the CPP 
website or by sending in the slip 
on reverse of t icket with bank 

details to CPP.

This process is 
renewedevery 

year (offences do 
not carry over 

from one permit 
year to the next)

If multiple previous offences (eg vehicle 
regist ration on record) no wait ing period is 

given, with the civil parking charge 
immediately issued.
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All Permits 1124 A2 Disability 115 B (Preferential) 366

By Age Band By Gender By Age Band By Gender By Age Band By Gender

Age Band Total % Sex Total % Age Band Total % Sex Total % Age Band Total % Sex Total %

00-24 16 1.4% F 719 64.0% 00-24 1 0.9% F 85 73.9% 00-24 4 1.1% F 259 70.8%

25-29 53 4.7% M 405 36.0% 25-29 6 5.2% M 30 26.1% 25-29 12 3.3% M 107 29.2%

30-34 107 9.5% Grand Total 1124 100.0% 30-34 12 10.4% Grand Total 115 100.0% 30-34 40 10.9% Grand Total 366 100.0%

35-39 151 13.4% 35-39 22 19.1% 35-39 78 21.3%

40-44 176 15.7% By Work Pattern 40-44 16 13.9% By Work Pattern 40-44 87 23.8% By Work Pattern

45-49 172 15.3% 45-49 12 10.4% 45-49 61 16.7%

50-54 149 13.3% Time Total % 50-54 13 11.3% Time Total % 50-54 25 6.8% Time Total %

55-59 160 14.2% F/T 694 61.7% 55-59 15 13.0% F/T 68 59.1% 55-59 36 9.8% F/T 204 55.7%

60-64 101 9.0% P/T 430 38.3% 60-64 17 14.8% P/T 47 40.9% 60-64 20 5.5% P/T 162 44.3%

65-99 39 3.5% Grand Total 1124 100.0% 65-99 1 0.9% Grand Total 115 100.0% 65-99 3 0.8% Grand Total 366 100.0%

Grand Total 1124 100% Grand Total 115 100% Grand Total 366 100.0%

By Faculty By Job Family By Faculty By Job Family By Faculty By Job Family

Faculty Name Total % Family Name Total % Faculty Name Total % Family Name Total % Faculty Name Total % Family Name Total %

Faculty of Arts 38 3.4% Clinical Academic 13 1.2% Faculty of Arts 6 5.2% Clinical Academic 0 0.0% Faculty of Arts 11 3.0% Clinical Academic 3 0.8%

Faculty of Engineering 65 5.8% Operational Services 186 16.5% Faculty of Engineering 11 9.6% Operational Services 11 9.6% Faculty of Engineering 24 6.6% Operational Services 17 4.6%

Faculty of Medical and Veterinary Sciences 73 6.5% Professional/Administrative Services 504 44.8% Faculty of Medical and Veterinary Sciences 6 5.2% Professional/Administrative Services 52 45.2% Faculty of Medical and Veterinary Sciences 27 7.4% Professional/Administrative Services 197 53.8%

Faculty of Medicine and Dentistry 149 13.3% Research and Teaching 321 28.6% Faculty of Medicine and Dentistry 9 7.8% Research and Teaching 37 32.2% Faculty of Medicine and Dentistry 32 8.7% Research and Teaching 128 35.0%

Faculty of Science 107 9.5% Technical Services 100 8.9% Faculty of Science 17 14.8% Technical Services 15 13.0% Faculty of Science 43 11.7% Technical Services 21 5.7%

Faculty of Social Sciences and Law 105 9.3% Grand Total 1124 100.0% Faculty of Social Sciences and Law 13 11.3% Grand Total 115 100.0% Faculty of Social Sciences and Law 46 12.6% Grand Total 366 100.0%

Professional Services 587 52.2% Professional Services 53 46.1% Professional Services 183 50.0%

Grand Total 1124 100.0% Grand Total 115 100.0% Grand Total 366 100.0%

By Remuneration Range By Remuneration Range By Remuneration Range

Total Remuneration Range Total % Total Remuneration Range Total % Total Remuneration Range Total %

0 - 9999.99 90 8.0% 0 - 9999.99 10 8.7% 0 - 9999.99 14 3.8%

10000 - 19999.99 239 21.3% 10000 - 19999.99 27 23.5% 10000 - 19999.99 72 19.7%

20000 - 29999.99 250 22.2% 20000 - 29999.99 24 20.9% 20000 - 29999.99 73 19.9%

30000 - 39999.99 225 20.0% 30000 - 39999.99 25 21.7% 30000 - 39999.99 77 21.0%

40000 - 49999.99 128 11.4% 40000 - 49999.99 13 11.3% 40000 - 49999.99 52 14.2%

50000 - 59999.99 104 9.3% 50000 - 59999.99 11 9.6% 50000 - 59999.99 51 13.9%

60000 - 69999.99 32 2.8% 60000 - 69999.99 3 2.6% 60000 - 69999.99 12 3.3%

70000 - 79999.99 21 1.9% 70000 - 79999.99 1 0.9% 70000 - 79999.99 4 1.1%

80000 - 89999.99 16 1.4% 80000 - 89999.99 80000 - 89999.99 5 1.4%

90000 - 99999.99 6 0.5% 90000 - 99999.99 90000 - 99999.99 2 0.5%

100000 - 109999.99 4 0.4% 100000 - 109999.99 100000 - 109999.99 2 0.5%

110000 - 119999.99 3 0.3% 110000 - 119999.99 110000 - 119999.99 2 0.5%

120000 - 129999.99 3 0.3% 120000 - 129999.99 1 0.9% 120000 - 129999.99

130000 - 139999.99 1 0.1% 130000 - 139999.99 130000 - 139999.99

140000 - 149999.99 140000 - 149999.99 140000 - 149999.99

150000 - 159999.99 150000 - 159999.99 150000 - 159999.99

160000 - 169999.99 1 0.1% 160000 - 169999.99 160000 - 169999.99

170000 - 179999.99 1 0.1% 170000 - 179999.99 170000 - 179999.99

180000 - 189999.99 180000 - 189999.99 180000 - 189999.99

190000 - 199999.99 190000 - 199999.99 190000 - 199999.99

210000 - 219999.99 210000 - 219999.99 210000 - 219999.99

Grand Total 1124 100.0% Grand Total 115 100.0% Grand Total 366 100.0%
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C (Standard) 531 B Female XREF 366

By Age Band By Gender

Age Band Female F/TFemale P/TTotal

Age Band Total % Sex Total % 00-24 2 2 4

00-24 5 0.9% F 297 55.9% 25-29 6 3 9

25-29 26 4.9% M 234 44.1% 30-34 14 21 35

30-34 41 7.7% Grand Total 531 100.0% 35-39 24 41 65

35-39 43 8.1% 40-44 22 39 61

40-44 62 11.7% By Work Pattern 45-49 20 18 38

45-49 81 15.3% 50-54 5 7 12

50-54 95 17.9% Time Total % 55-59 11 13 24

55-59 91 17.1% F/T 338 63.7% 60-64 6 4 10

60-64 57 10.7% P/T 193 36.3% 65-99 0 1 1

65-99 30 5.6% Grand Total 531 100.0% Grand Total 110 149 259

Grand Total 531 100.0% % of total 30.1% 40.7% 70.8%

Male 107

By Faculty By Job Family 119 Cat B permit holders are female, work part-time and are aged between 30 and 49

Approximately one third of all Cat B permit holders are female aged between 35 and 44, and this age range accounts for approximately 50% of all female Cat B permit holders

Faculty Name Total % Family Name Total % Part-time females account for approximately 40% of all Cat B permit holders

Faculty of Arts 18 3.4% Clinical Academic 10 1.9% 58% of female permit holders work part-time

Faculty of Engineering 20 3.8% Operational Services 147 27.7% Of 162 Cat B part time workers 149 are female (or 92%)

Faculty of Medical and Veterinary Sciences 25 4.7% Professional/Administrative Services 191 36.0%

Faculty of Medicine and Dentistry 97 18.3% Research and Teaching 132 24.9%

Faculty of Science 41 7.7% Technical Services 51 9.6% C Female XREF 531
Faculty of Social Sciences and Law 45 8.5% Grand Total 531 100.0%

Professional Services 285 53.7%

Grand Total 531 100.0% Age Band Female F/TFemale P/TTotal

00-24 2 1 3

25-29 15 2 17

By Remuneration Range 30-34 19 5 24

35-39 14 11 25

Total Remuneration Range Total % 40-44 15 21 36

0 - 9999.99 58 10.9% 45-49 21 25 46

10000 - 19999.99 125 23.5% 50-54 24 37 61

20000 - 29999.99 115 21.7% 55-59 28 28 56

30000 - 39999.99 97 18.3% 60-64 8 16 24

40000 - 49999.99 49 9.2% 65-99 0 5 5

50000 - 59999.99 35 6.6% Grand Total 146 151 297

60000 - 69999.99 15 2.8% % of total 27.5% 28.4% 55.9%

70000 - 79999.99 14 2.6% Male 234

80000 - 89999.99 11 2.1%

90000 - 99999.99 4 0.8% Part-time females account for 28% of all Cat C permit holders

100000 - 109999.99 2 0.4% Just over half of all female Cat C permit holders are part-time

110000 - 119999.99 1 0.2% Of 193 Cat C part-time workers 151 are female (or 78%)

120000 - 129999.99 2 0.4%

130000 - 139999.99 1 0.2% B/C Female XREF Combined 897
140000 - 149999.99

150000 - 159999.99

160000 - 169999.99 1 0.2% Age Band Female F/TFemale P/TTotal

170000 - 179999.99 1 0.2% 00-24 4 3 7

180000 - 189999.99 25-29 21 5 26

190000 - 199999.99 30-34 33 26 59

210000 - 219999.99 35-39 38 52 90

Grand Total 531 100.0% 40-44 37 60 97

45-49 41 43 84

50-54 29 44 73

55-59 39 41 80

60-64 14 20 34

65-99 0 6 6

Grand Total 256 300 556

% of total 28.5% 33.4% 62.0%

Male 341

33% of all Cat B/C permit holders are female and work part-time as opposed to 29% full-time

Approximately 30% of Cat B/C permit holders are female between the age of 35 and 49
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Gender Analysis Combined

By Gender

Sex Total % Total % Total % Total % Total %

F 3116 53.2% 719 64.0% 85 73.9% 259 70.8% 297 55.9%

M 2737 46.8% 405 36.0% 30 26.1% 107 29.2% 234 44.1%

Grand Total 5853 100.0% 1124 100.0% 115 100.0% 366 100.0% 531 100.0%

Notes

When compared to the University staff population, males hold proportionally less permits than females

Females account for 70% of Category B permit holders, and 73% of disabled permit holders.  

UNI STAFF ALL PERMITS A2 B C

Age Analysis Combined

By Age Band

UNI STAFF ALL PERMITS A2 B C

Age Band Total % Total % Total % Total % Total %

00-24 147 2.5% 16 1.4% 1 0.9% 4 1.1% 5 0.9%

25-29 647 11.1% 53 4.7% 6 5.2% 12 3.3% 26 4.9%

30-34 957 16.4% 107 9.5% 12 10.4% 40 10.9% 41 7.7%

35-39 870 14.9% 151 13.4% 22 19.1% 78 21.3% 43 8.1%

40-44 797 13.6% 176 15.7% 16 13.9% 87 23.8% 62 11.7%

45-49 714 12.2% 172 15.3% 12 10.4% 61 16.7% 81 15.3%

50-54 654 11.2% 149 13.3% 13 11.3% 25 6.8% 95 17.9%

55-59 578 9.9% 160 14.2% 15 13.0% 36 9.8% 91 17.1%

60-64 367 6.3% 101 9.0% 17 14.8% 20 5.5% 57 10.7%

65-99 122 2.1% 39 3.5% 1 0.9% 3 0.8% 30 5.6%

Grand Total 5853 100.0% 1124 100% 115 100.0% 366 100.0% 531 100.0%

Notes

When compared to overall University staff percentages by age band, staff below the age of 34 are less likely to possess a parking permit

When compared to overall University staff percentages by age band, staff in age bands over 40 years are more likely to possess a parking permit.  This peaks at 15.3% compared to 12.2% for 45-49 year olds.

Over 75% of Category C parking permits are held by staff over 40 years old

Over 70% of Category B parking permit holders are aged between 30 and 49, which corresponds with likely parenting/caring responsibilities of this age group

The spread of disabled (Category A2) permits is relatively even across all age bands

Work Pattern Analysis Combined

By Work Pattern

Time Total % Total % Total % Total % Total %

F/T 4095 70.0% 694 61.7% 68 59.1% 204 55.7% 338 63.7%

P/T 1758 30.0% 430 38.3% 47 40.9% 162 44.3% 193 36.3%

Grand Total 5853 100.0% 1124 100.0% 115 100.0% 366 100.0% 531 100.0%

A2 B CUNI STAFF ALL PERMITS

Notes

A greater proportion of part-time staff hold parking permits when compared to the all University staff cohort

This is particularly the case for Category B permits where 44% are issued to part-time workers (and therefore with parent/caring responsibilities and - in some cases - distance)
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Remuneration Range Analysis Combined

By Remuneration Range

Total Remuneration Range Total % Total % Total % Total % Total %

0 - 9999.99 471 8.05% 90 8.0% 10 8.70% 14 3.83% 58 10.92%

10000 - 19999.99 1012 17.29% 239 21.3% 27 23.48% 72 19.67% 125 23.54%

20000 - 29999.99 1098 18.76% 250 22.2% 24 20.87% 73 19.95% 115 21.66%

30000 - 39999.99 1582 27.03% 225 20.0% 25 21.74% 77 21.04% 97 18.27%

40000 - 49999.99 689 11.77% 128 11.4% 13 11.30% 52 14.21% 49 9.23%

50000 - 59999.99 494 8.44% 104 9.3% 11 9.57% 51 13.93% 35 6.59%

60000 - 69999.99 176 3.01% 32 2.8% 3 2.61% 12 3.28% 15 2.82%

70000 - 79999.99 114 1.95% 21 1.9% 1 0.87% 4 1.09% 14 2.64%

80000 - 89999.99 73 1.25% 16 1.4% 5 1.37% 11 2.07%

90000 - 99999.99 43 0.73% 6 0.5% 2 0.55% 4 0.75%

100000 - 109999.99 37 0.63% 4 0.4% 2 0.55% 2 0.38%

110000 - 119999.99 17 0.29% 3 0.3% 2 0.55% 1 0.19%

120000 - 129999.99 10 0.17% 3 0.3% 1 0.87% 2 0.38%

130000 - 139999.99 9 0.15% 1 0.1% 1 0.19%

140000 - 149999.99 4 0.07%

150000 - 159999.99 7 0.12%

160000 - 169999.99 7 0.12% 1 0.1% 1 0.19%

170000 - 179999.99 4 0.07% 1 0.1% 1 0.19%

180000 - 189999.99 3 0.05%

190000 - 199999.99 2 0.03%

210000 - 219999.99 1 0.02%

Grand Total 5853 100.00% 1124 100.0% 115 100.00% 366 100.00% 531 100.00%

A2 B CUNI STAFF ALL PERMITS

Notes

56% of Category C permit holders earn less than £30K, with 11% earning less than £10K

65% of all permit holders earn between £10K and £40K

29% of all permit holders earn less than £20K

Across all permit types those earning between £30K and £39,999 are underrepresented (use of sustainable modes, proximity of home accommodation to University?)

Faculty Analysis Combined

By Faculty

Faculty Name Total % Total % Total % Total % Total %

Faculty of Arts 299 5.1% 38 3.4% 6 5.2% 11 3.0% 18 3.4%

Faculty of Engineering 479 8.2% 65 5.8% 11 9.6% 24 6.6% 20 3.8%

Faculty of Medical and Veterinary Sciences 566 9.7% 73 6.5% 6 5.2% 27 7.4% 25 4.7%

Faculty of Medicine and Dentistry 925 15.8% 149 13.3% 9 7.8% 32 8.7% 97 18.3%

Faculty of Science 812 13.9% 107 9.5% 17 14.8% 43 11.7% 41 7.7%

Faculty of Social Sciences and Law 449 7.7% 105 9.3% 13 11.3% 46 12.6% 45 8.5%

Professional Services 2323 39.7% 587 52.2% 53 46.1% 183 50.0% 285 53.7%

Grand Total 5853 100.0% 1124 100.0% 115 100.0% 366 100.0% 531 100.0%

Notes

Professional services staff account for 50% or more of Category B and Category C permit holders

Professional services staff account are overrepresented when compared to the total University staff population, in particular for Category C

Faculty of Arts, Engineering and Medical & Veterinary Sciences are underrepresented in terms of holding a parking permit

Faculty of Social Sciences' and Law hold are overrepresented when compared to the overal University staff population for Category B and C permits

A2 B CUNI STAFF ALL PERMITS
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Job Family Analysis Combined

By Job Family

Family Name Total % Total % Total % Total % Total %

Clinical Academic 211 3.6% 13 1.2% 0 0.0% 3 0.8% 10 1.9%

Operational Services 730 12.5% 186 16.5% 11 9.6% 17 4.6% 147 27.7%

Professional/Administrative Services 1952 33.4% 504 44.8% 52 45.2% 197 53.8% 191 36.0%

Research and Teaching 2510 42.9% 321 28.6% 37 32.2% 128 35.0% 132 24.9%

Technical Services 450 7.7% 100 8.9% 15 13.0% 21 5.7% 51 9.6%

Grand Total 5853 100.0% 1124 100.0% 115 100.0% 366 100.0% 531 100.0%

A2 B CUNI STAFF ALL PERMITS

Notes

Staff within the research and teaching job family hold significantly fewer permits in their respective permit categories when compared to the percentage of the same job family as a University whole


